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system-development team. The
computer will continuously make
positive contributions, akin to
those expected from an experienced and knowledgeable customer or user, a conscientious
QA engineer, a strict regulatory
auditor, an engineering-team
leader, or the organization’s CTO.

Computing in Science &
Engineering

T

he IEEE Computer
Society’s lineup of 13
peer-reviewed technical
magazines covers cutting-edge
topics ranging from software
design and computer graphics
to Internet computing and security, from scientific applications
and machine intelligence to
cloud migration and microchip
design. Here are highlights from
recent issues.
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Computer
Wise Computing:
Toward Endowing
System Development with
Proactive Wisdom
In this article from the February 2018 issue of Computer, a
broad, long-term research project is described, which will
lead to the computer becoming an equal member of the

Math.Js: An Advanced
Mathematics Library For
JavaScript
Math.js is a JavaScript library
that brings advanced mathematics to the web browser
and server. The case study presented in this article from the
January/February 2018 issue
of CiSE demonstrates its flexibility by extending the library
with custom functions to solve
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and optimize a rocket trajectory.
Several benchmark comparisons
with other JavaScript libraries and
state-of-the-art mathematics software are presented, as well as the
current challenges facing math.js,
including performance and size.

IEEE Annals of the History
of Computing
Imagining the Personal
Computer: Conceptualizations
of the Homebrew Computer
Club 1975–1977
The Homebrew Computer Club
was a hobbyist group in the San
Francisco Bay Area dedicated to
helping people build their own
home personal computers. In this
article from the October–December 2017 issue of IEEE Annals,
Elizabeth Petrick from the New
Jersey Institute of Technology analyzes their writings between 1975
and 1977 to understand how their
values became embedded in the
technology they built, establishing
how the personal computer should
be used and thought of. These values were based on ideals of open
information, access to computers,
and the computer as a universal
tool, while also allowing for development of entrepreneurial ambitions to market the computer as a
consumer product.

IEEE Cloud Computing
Context Aware Ubiquitous
Biometrics in Edge of Military
Things
Edge computing can play a crucial role in enabling user authentication and monitoring through
www.computer.org/computingedge

context-aware biometrics in military and battlefield applications.
For example, in the Internet of Military Things or Internet of Battlefield Things, an increasing number
of ubiquitous sensing and computing devices worn by military
personnel and embedded within
military equipment—such as combat suits, instrumented helmets,
and weapons systems—are capable of acquiring a variety of static
and dynamic biometrics like visual
features, fingerprints, heart rate,
gait, gestures, and facial expressions. Such devices might also be
capable of collecting operational
context data that can be used to
perform context-adaptive authentication in the wild and continuous
monitoring of soldiers’ mental and
physical conditions in a dedicated
edge-computing architecture. Learn
more in this article from the November/December 2017 issue of IEEE
Cloud Computing.

IEEE Computer Graphics
and Applications
A Generative AudioVisual Prosodic Model for
Virtual Actors
An important problem in the animation of virtual characters is the
expression of complex mental
states using the coordinated prosody of voice, rhythm, facial expressions, and head and gaze motion.
The authors of this article from the
November/December 2017 issue
of IEEE CG&A propose a method
for generating natural speech and
facial animation in various attitudes using neutral speech and
animation as input.

IEEE Intelligent Systems
Robots in Retirement
Homes: Person Search and
Task Planning for a Group
of Residents by a Team of
Assistive Robots
In this article from the November/
December 2017 issue of IEEE Intelligent Systems, researchers from
the University of Toronto present
a general multi-robot task planning and execution architecture for
a team of heterogeneous mobile
robots that interact with multiple
human users. The architecture is
implemented in an environment
where such robots provide daily
assistance to residents in a retirement home setting. The robots
are able to allocate and schedule activities throughout the day
and find the appropriate residents
with whom to engage in assistive
activities.

IEEE Internet Computing
Internet of Things Enhanced
User Experience for
Smart Water and Energy
Management
Smart environments can engage a
wide range of end users with different interests and priorities, from
corporate managers looking to
improve the performance of their
business to school children who
want to explore and learn more
about the world around them. Creating an effective user experience
within a smart environment (from
smart buildings to smart cities) is
an important factor to success. In
this article from the January/February 2018 issue of IEEE Internet
5
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Computing, researchers reflect
on their experience of developing
Internet-of-Things-enabled applications within a smart home, school,
office building, university, and airport, where the goal has been to
engage a wide range of users (from
building managers to business
travelers) to increase water and
energy awareness, management,
and conservation.

IEEE Micro
High-Integrity Performance
Monitoring Units in
Automotive Chips for Reliable
Timing V&V
As software continues to control
more system-critical functions in
cars, its timing is becoming an integral element in functional safety.
Timing validation and verification
(V&V) assesses software’s end-toend timing measurements against
given budgets. The advent of multicore processors with massive
resource sharing reduces the significance of end-to-end execution
times for timing V&V and requires
reasoning on worst-case access
delays on contention-prone hardware resources. While Performance Monitoring Units (PMUs)
support this finer-grained reasoning, their design has never been
a prime consideration in highperformance processors. In this
article from the January/February
2018 issue of IEEE Micro, researchers advocate for PMUs in automotive chips that explicitly track
activities related to worst-case software behavior, are recognized as
a mandatory high-integrity hardware service, and are accompanied
6
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with detailed documentation that
enables their effective use to derive
reliable timing estimates.

IEEE MultiMedia
Word of Mouth Mobile
Crowdsourcing: Increasing
Awareness of Physical, Cyber,
and Social Interactions
By fully exploring various sensing capabilities and multiple wireless interfaces of mobile devices
and integrating them with human
power and intelligence, mobile
crowdsourcing (MCS) is emerging as an effective paradigm
for large-scale multimedia-related
applications. However, most MCS
schemes use a direct mode, in
which crowd workers passively or
actively select tasks and contribute
without interacting and collaborating with each other. This can
hamper some time-constrained
crowdsourced tasks. In this article from the October–December
2017 issue of IEEE MultiMedia,
researchers from universities in
China, Japan, and Sweden execute
a different approach: MCS based
on word of mouth (WoM), in which
crowd workers, apart from executing tasks, exploit their mobile
social networks and/or physical
encounters to actively recruit other
appropriate individuals to work on
the task.

IEEE Pervasive Computing
Designing Line-Based
Shape-Changing Interfaces
In this article from the October–
December 2017 issue of IEEE Pervasive Computing, researchers from

Stanford and the MIT Media Lab
present an overview of work on
shape-changing line interfaces
in the field of human–computer
interaction (HCI), including their
previous work on actuated-line
interfaces (LineFORM and ChainFORM). They compare several
potential implementation methods,
discuss their potential for future
research and applications, investigate the interaction design space
around actuated line interfaces,
and present potential applications
and demonstrate their use with
the LineFORM and ChainFORM
prototypes. Envisioning a future
where shape-changing lines are
woven into daily life, this article
aims to explore and initiate a broad
research space around line-based
shape-changing interfaces and
to encourage future researchers
and designers to investigate these
novel directions.

IEEE Security & Privacy
Enhancing Selectivity
in Big Data
Today’s companies collect immense
amounts of personal data and
enable wide access to it within
the company. This exposes the
data to external hackers and privacy-transgressing
employees.
In this article from the January/
February 2018 issue of IEEE S&P,
researchers show that, for a wide
and important class of workloads, only a fraction of the data
is needed to approach state-ofthe-art accuracy. They propose
selective data systems that are
designed to pinpoint the data
that is valuable for a company’s
April 2018

current and evolving workloads.
These systems limit data exposure by setting aside the data that
is not truly valuable.

IEEE Software
Actionable Analytics for
Strategic Maintenance of
Critical Software: An Industry
Experience Report
NASA has been successfully sustaining the continuous operation
of its critical navigation software
systems for over 12 years. To
accomplish this, NASA scientists
must continuously monitor their
process, report on current system quality, forecast maintenance
effort, and sustain required staffing levels. In this article from the

January/February 2018 issue of
IEEE Software, the authors present some examples of the use of
a robust software metrics and
analytics program that enables
actionable strategic maintenance
management of a critical system
(Monte) in a timely, economical,
and risk-controlled fashion.

IT Professional
Automatic Annotation of Text
with Pictures
The vast array of information available on the Internet makes it challenging to quickly determine the
importance and relevance of content. Text picturing is a cognitive
aid that can help with text understanding, as it helps users decide

if the text deserves a closer look
by showing relevant pictures along
with the text. Learn more in this
article from the January/February
2018 issue of IT Professional.

Computing Now
The Computing Now website
(computingnow.computer.org)
features up-to-the-minute computing news and blogs, along
with articles ranging from peerreviewed research to opinion
pieces by industry leaders. Read
the latest Guest Editors’ Introduction on current trends in
visualization at www.computer
.org/web/computingnow/archive
/snapshot-trends-visualization
-february-2018-introduction.

TECHNOLOGY

LinkedIn Corp.
has openings in our Mountain View, CA location for:
Software Engineer (All Levels/Types) (SWE0318MV) Design, develop & integrate cutting-edge software technologies.
LinkedIn Corp. has openings in our Sunnyvale, CA location for:
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&performant social graph engines, state-of-the-art full-text search engines, & platforms for recommendation & applied data analytics; Manager, Site
Reliability Engineering (6597.2478) Oversee engineers responsible for the overall health & operational design of company systems. Limited domestic &
international travel required.
Please email resume to: 6597@linkedin.com. Must ref. job code above when applying.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Change Is in the Air

N

ow that springtime is here, we’re turning
over a new leaf—or petal, perhaps?—
and shaking things up a bit here at ComputingEdge. Starting with this issue, instead of
highlighting one theme per month, we’ll be featuring as many as five themes per issue to bring
our readers a broader sampling of the cutting-edge
research from all 13 Computer Society magazines.
In this issue, you’ll read about the latest in the Internet of Things (IoT), blockchain, healthcare, social
media, and security.
In Computer’s “How Do You Command an Army
of Intelligent Things?,” the authors look ahead to
a future workforce made up of both humans and
intelligent things, and argue that we’ll need to
understand and leverage the strengths and weaknesses of both to command and control this new
organizational form.
The authors of IEEE Security & Privacy’s “Internet of Things Security Research: A Rehash of Old
Ideas or New Intellectual Challenges?” discuss the
challenges of building security into the new computing paradigm of IoT. They look at what IoT security problems can be solved using existing security
principles and what new problems and challenges
will require new security mechanisms.
Computing in Science & Engineering’s “What Is
the Blockchain?” reviews the basic ideas of this
new technology—which is at the foundation of platforms for trading cryptocurrencies and executing
smart contracts—and provides a sample minimalist implementation in Python.
The author of Computer’s “Beyond Bitcoin: The
Rise of the Blockchain World” examines what a
decentralized, secure financial system will mean for
our society.

8
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In IEEE Software’s “Toward Evidence-Based
Software Engineering: Lessons Learned in Healthcare Application Development,” the authors look
back at the decisions made when designing, implementing, and evolving a collaboration tool to support evidence-based decisions in healthcare, and
reflect on how software engineers could benefit
from similar methods.
Using a set of unlabeled training examples representing occurrences of an event type such as
disease outbreak, the authors of IEEE Intelligent
Systems’ “Graph Structure Learning from Unlabeled
Data for Early Outbreak Detection” propose a novel
framework for learning a graph structure that can
be used to quickly and accurately detect—and thus
prevent—future events of that type.
In IEEE Internet Computing’s “Social Media Won’t
Free Us,” the author says that social media has been
lauded as a democracy catalyzer while overlooking
the adversarial opportunities it offers. He warns that
while social media isn’t going to overthrow authoritarianism, it might help pave the way for authoritarian manners in democratic countries.
The authors of IT Professional’s “It Doesn’t Have
to Be Like This: Cybersecurity Vulnerability Trends”
look at the large and impactful data breaches making headlines in recent years and review trends in
vulnerabilities.
Finally, from IEEE Security & Privacy, Gary
McGraw interviews the chief information security
officer of Eli Lilly and Company in “Silver Bullet
Talks with Wafaa Mamilli,” and the author of “Freedom of Encryption” reviews the main events in history that have shaped the legislative landscape that
encompasses the use of encryption (paying particular attention to post-Snowden developments).
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THE IOT CONNECTION

How Do You
Command an Army
of Intelligent Things?
Alexander Kott, US Army Research Laboratory
David S. Alberts, Institute for Defense Analysis
locomotion, the IoT will evolve into
networks of advanced forms of machine intelligence that are capable
of, and will possess, a degree of autonomy. Within the next few years,
humans will need to find ways to work
effectively with the ever-growing
number of intelligent things that are
appearing in our homes and places
of work, including robots and intelligent agents.
The networked workforce of the
near future will consist of not only
interconnected and interdepenFROM THE EDITOR
dent humans but also of intelligent
One of the challenges of working with the Internet of Things (IoT) is the sheer
things. The humans among them
scale of the systems that need to be coordinated and controlled. This article prowill fi nd themselves to be merely a
vides a closer look at what this means in practice, and the challenges that reparticular species of intelligent ensult from having many IoT devices that also exhibit smart behaviors. Just as with
tities, and in fewer and fewer numhuman organizations, this becomes an issue of skillful management rather than
bers in relation to other intelligent
absolute control.–Roy Want
things. At least some of these intelligent things need to be considered,
from a management perspective, as
he rapid development of information and communications technologies has led to the Inter- entities with decision-making responsibilities, similar to
net of Things (IoT). As these “things” become human individuals to be accounted for in the design and
more intelligent and, in some cases, capable of operations of our business organizations.

The future workforce will be made up of both
humans and intelligent things. We’ll need to
understand and leverage the strengths and
weaknesses of human cognition and machine
intelligence to command and control this new
organizational form.
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This raises a number of challenging issues, none more compelling
and urgent than fi nding an answer to
the question, “How will we manage
this new organizational form?” It’s
hard enough to effectively command
or manage a purely human organization. It’s even harder to do so with
the agility required for the complex
and dynamic environments in which
we must operate. Can we rise to the
occasion?

Figure 1. To achieve the desired effects in a complex, dynamic environment, an organization must execute five functions: command, control, sensemaking, execution, and
situation monitoring.

COMMAND AND CONTROL:
AN OVERVIEW

Command

Let’s consider these issues in a particularly challenging domain of human
endeavor: warfare.1 Command and
Control (C2) is the term applied to the
management or governance of military organizations and endeavors.
The question, then, is, “How can we
command and control an army of intelligent things?” Humans and other
intelligent entities will each bring to
the table different strengths to accomplish key C2 or management functions. We’ll need to understand and
leverage the comparative strengths
and weaknesses of human cognition
and machine intelligence to design
an approach to C2 that’s appropriate
for this new organizational form, one
that is agile enough to deal with unexpected developments.
Figure 1 depicts the five essential C2
functions (command, control, sensemaking, execution, and situation monitoring) necessary to achieve the desired
effects in a dynamic context.2 Successfully accomplishing these functions requires the ability to collect,
process, and share information. We
must consider how human and other
intelligent entities can best ensure
that the decision makers, whether
human or machine, have the information they require and can make good
use of this information to accomplish
C2 functions.
www.computer.org/computingedge
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Command

Control
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Effects
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The function of command includes establishing intent and creating the conditions that enable an organization to
achieve its desired results. Intent consists of setting goals and priorities, establishing rules, and setting constraints.
Creating the conditions for success includes assigning roles and responsibilities and defining relationships.
In establishing and expressing intent, humans exhibit their share of
shortcomings. Humans tend to be vague
and unspecific about their intent. They
also tend to make numerous assumptions, more often implicit and unspoken than explicitly articulated, and can
engage in self-serving interpretations
regarding priorities. Personal agendas and groupthink often dominate.
Unlike humans, intelligent things are
far more likely to stick to well-defined,
formally stated goals and priorities,
with no personal agendas. Inconsistent goals will be identified and highlighted. Humans, however, will find
it difficult and infuriating to provide
the level of formality and specificity in
matters of intent, goals, and priorities
that intelligent things require.
Every organization strives to determine roles and responsibilities, and
to develop and nurture the necessary
relationships within the organization
to better match the requirements of
the problems and solutions at hand.

Recent research supports the thesis
that there isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach to C2 that’s appropriate for all
missions and circumstances, and that
military organizations need to be prepared with C2 approach options; that
is, different ways of allocating decision
rights, interacting with one another,
and accessing information.3
In a less formal and more ad hoc manner, humans within a decision-making
network continually modify their own
roles, tasks, and relationships with other
nodes in the network. They also attempt
to modify the roles, tasks, and relations
of others, either by ordering organizational changes to subordinates or trying
to influence other nodes. Humans also
try to establish trust and cooperative relations with other nodes. Informal task
forces or ad hoc groups are created,
new experts or champions are discovered, and so on. In many situations,
this results in adjustments to the structure of the organization that exhibits a
better match to the problem at hand.
In less satisfactory cases, the organization drives itself into an unproductive mode. How well would intelligent
things cope with these dynamics? We
suspect the current generation of intelligent things would fare rather poorly.
In the foreseeable future, intelligent things will remain largely incomprehensible to humans, without a natural, intuitively understandable set of
DECEMBER 2017
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personalities. Establishing human-like
trust between humans and things will
be challenging at best (especially because intelligent things are susceptible
to cyber-intrusions that might compromise their perceptions and decision
making).4 Intelligent things will also
be relatively unsuccessful in negotiating with humans (but more successful
when negotiating with other things),5
and will find it hard to participate in
defining a suitable role and task allocation in a mixed human–thing team.
They’ll find it even harder to adjust to
changes in roles, task assignments,
and relationships.

Control

Control involves making adjustments
to actions, which take into consideration changes in the situation and the
progress, or lack of progress, that has
been achieved. This function of C2 provides the agility necessary to be successful in fluid and dynamic situations.
Control involves all other elements
of the process in Figure 1, performed
again and again—with agility—as the
execution of the solution faces inevitable breakdowns and unexpected
stumbling blocks. Humans are prone to
information overload as they attempt
to collect and absorb relevant new information. Often, they feel disoriented
when presented with unexpected or
unfamiliar situations—they take time
to shift their mental models and might
not calculate or recalculate quickly
enough to accomplish the necessary
coordinating actions. In some cases,
humans are hobbled by an actual or
perceived need to obtain higher-level
approvals for necessary changes.
This is where intelligent things
might shine. They can and should perform the control-related actions much
faster than humans. They’re less likely
to experience information overload
or psychological and cognitive barriers to “overturning” past decisions
to make a more appropriate decision
for the situation at hand. At the same
time, because of this incredibly fast
tempo, humans will find it difficult to
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understand and trust the recommendations or actions of intelligent things
during an agile adaptation.

Sensemaking

Making sense of the situation involves
a number of iterative activities in the
information, cognitive, and social domains. Sensemaking involves information seeking and analysis used to
construct a story that represents our
understanding of the situation and
frames our consideration of how to
respond. The components of sensemaking include obtaining relevant
data, developing situation understanding, prediction, and decision making.
In the case of a team of humans and
intelligent things (see Figure 2), humans
and machine intelligence must be able
to work effectively together to develop
shared understanding of the situation.
Obtaining relevant data. Participants of a decision-making organization need to know what information is available, how to access it, and
how to process and filter it. Gathering
high-quality information to build
situation awareness involves sifting
through large amounts of data to select
the most relevant (and timely) information, resolving conflicting information, and rejecting false information.
Humans are relatively slow in
these processes and can be easily overwhelmed when the quantity of information is extremely large. Facing the
possibility of information overload,
humans often focus on sources and
methods that they know well and trust.
They have a tendency to collect, select,
and prefer the information that supports preexisting biases. With information overload also comes increased
error rate. Conflicting information can
come from multiple nodes within the
organization, and reconciliation can
become a matter of debate, differing
personalities, and office politics.
This is another area where intelligent things will shine. They can acquire
and process information quickly, deal
with very large volumes of information,

and handle information in a consistent, rigorous, and unbiased way. Errors
and omissions will be less likely, and
conflicting data will be noticed. On
the other hand, intelligent things rely
largely on preexisting models and algorithms (although a degree of learning
will be expected), and are less likely to
show creativity or to detect clever deceptions that might be hidden in the data.
Situation understanding. Understanding a situation involves far more
than developing a description of the
situation. To support sensemaking,
our understanding of a situation needs
to include perceptions of cause and
effect, as well as temporal dynamics
(how the situation is likely to unfold or
change over time).2 As humans, we say
that we understand something when
the result seems reasonable to us, and
we say that we don’t understand something when the result is unexpected or
is without a logical explanation.
Understanding resides in the cognitive domain and—like everything in the
minds of humans—is subjective, influenced by perceptual filters and biases.
However, one’s understanding might
not be “correct,” meaning it doesn’t
conform to objective reality. What does
“understanding” mean to intelligent
things? It likely involves the alignment
of available data with models residing
in the intelligent thing’s “brain,” ensuring that observations of the environment can be explained by the available
models of the environment. If so, intelligent things will be successful to the
extent that a drastically novel model of
reality is not required.
Prediction. Prediction requires more
than understanding—even if one understands a phenomenon, one might
not be able to predict the effects of that
phenomenon. Prediction requires actionable knowledge, specifically the
values of the variables that determine
(or influence) the outcome in question. Operationally, the most that can
be expected is to identify meaningfully different alternative futures and
April 2018
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Figure 2. A team of humans and intelligent things. The team must work together to make effective, distributed decisions in a
dynamic, disorienting, dangerous environment. (Source: Tien Pham [concept] and Evan Jensen [art], US Army Research Laboratory;
used with permission.)

indicators that those alternatives are
becoming more or less likely over time.
Humans have a sophisticated base
of experiential knowledge of what
might happen in different situations.
They have intuitive vision—the ability
to project events forward. At the same
time, each individual human member
of a decision-making organization is
limited in their knowledge. Alternative
futures can be debated, and a formal
analysis is often distrusted or is too difficult to apply. As always, personalities
and biases play important roles.
Intelligent things will be far better
at applying formal or computational
models for predictions,6 considering
all pertinent details in an unbiased,
exhaustive manner and drawing rigorous conclusions. However, they’ll have
a hard time explaining the rationale, the
chain of reasoning, and articulating a
www.computer.org/computingedge

compelling narrative that would illuminate their analysis of the situation.7
Decision making. A number of diverse
processes are used in decision making:
assess the pros and cons of the solutions,
compare them, and articulate and defend the recommended solution. Too often, humans’ assessments of solutions
are subconsciously biased toward the desired features or priorities of the problem
or the presumed preferences of a more
senior decision maker. For humans, disagreements about alternative solutions
and their potential outcomes can devolve into a battle of personalities.
Intelligent things, on the other hand,
will rigorously explore a broad space of
potential solutions and match them to
the requirements of the problem in an
unbiased way, albeit within the scope of
available machine knowledge, models,

and algorithms. If suitable analytical techniques exist, they’ll be used to
characterize the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed solutions.
However, as we previously mentioned,
an intelligent thing is likely to be challenged in explaining its chain of reasoning, to find “out-of-the-box” solutions, or to recognize and manage the
human emotional and political aspects
of alternative solutions.

Execution

Aside from taking physical actions
or issuing orders for actions by subordinate entities, execution involves
a complex process of coordinating
details with other nodes within the
decision-making network: coordinating actions in time and space, managing interdependencies between and
among actions, and resolving conflicts.
DECEMBER 2017
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Humans achieve effective coordination
by utilizing a common understanding
of goals and priorities (even if they’re
vaguely articulated); following established, trusted links; and negotiating if
challenged by competition over priorities or resources. Humans are also capable of agile interpretations of orders if
the right environment has been created.
These are skills that intelligent
things have yet to develop. Things are
not, at this point in their development,
good at effective negotiation skills,
especially when negotiating with humans. They’re currently unable to
understand unstated preferences and
priorities of humans or to build trust
and mutual dependence.

Situation monitoring

Situation monitoring focuses on ascertaining whether the actions being
taken are producing the desired effects. In dynamic situations, situation
monitoring also needs to recognize
when circumstances have changed
and whether these changes require
altering the plan and whether the current approach to C2 remains appropriate. The same attributes of humans
and intelligent things that affect their
sensemaking abilities come into play
here as well. As a result, humans
will be slower and more reluctant to
recognize when change is required,
while being better able to think “out
of the box.”

THE C2 CHALLENGE

This transformation of the workforce
promises to bolster our capabilities in
a number of ways, perhaps most importantly by enhancing our agility.
However, realizing these benefits will
require developing appropriate ways
to command this new organizational
form. The fundamental challenge is
one of C2 design. As more decisions and
tasks migrate from humans to other
intelligent entities, these entities need
to be carefully integrated into our approaches to C2 in a manner that takes
advantage of their unique qualities.
Not doing this could lead to situations
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This article originally appeared in
Computer, vol. 50, no. 12, 2017.
in which entities prevent one another
from functioning as intended.
Best C2 practices call for the allocation of decision rights to individuals
to be based upon not only their competence to make the decision, but also
the ability to ensure that the decision
maker can interact with others appropriately and has access to the required
information. Adding other intelligent
entities into the mix will require the
explicit consideration of both the requirements of the decision task and the
cognitive attributes of these entities.
The C2 design challenge is to find the
most appropriate allocation of decision
tasks between and among humans and
things for the mission and circumstances. Although there’s a desire to
delegate responsibilities to the lowest
practical level,8,9 given that trust is necessary to achieve this in practice, how
will this apply to intelligent things?

C

ommanders or managers of
mixed human–thing organizations will face several of the
challenges we’ve highlighted here. Intelligent things will also be challenged
in a number of areas and will need
humans to help develop their capabilities, including the ability to explain;
build trust; bond; understand personal agendas, emotions, and politics;
and negotiate. Things and humans
both can have difficulty anticipating
and coping with the unusual and unexpected, and both can struggle with
finding “out-of-the-box” solutions.
Welcome aboard, intelligent things.
No matter what our respective shortcomings are, we’ll be stronger and
more agile when working together in
decision-making organizations.
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Internet of Things Security Research:
A Rehash of Old Ideas or New Intellectual Challenges?
Earlence Fernandes, Amir Rahmati, Kevin Eykholt, and Atul Prakash | University of Michigan

D

evices with computational
and networking capabilities
are enhancing our homes, hospitals, cities, and industries. This
emerging network of connected
devices—or Internet of Things
(IoT)—promises better safety,
enhanced management of patients,
improved energy efficiency, and
optimized manufacturing processes. Despite these many benefits, security vulnerabilities in
these systems can lead to user
dissatisfaction (for instance, random bugs), privacy violation (for
instance, eavesdropping), monetary loss (for instance, denial-ofservice attacks or ransomware),
or even loss of life (for instance,
attackers controlling vehicles1).
Therefore, it is critical to secure
this emerging technology revolution in a timely manner.
Although the research community has begun tackling challenges in securing the IoT, an
often-asked question is: What are
the new intellectual challenges in
the science of security when we
talk about the IoT, and what problems can we solve using currently
known security techniques? This
article summarizes some similarities and differences between IoT
security research and classic IT
security research.
We take a broad view of the IoT,
touching on consumer-grade, industrial control systems and autonomous vehicles. Other IoT areas,
such as smart cities, are outside the
2469-7087/18/$33.00 © 2018 IEEE
1540-7993/17/$33.00 © 2017 IEEE

scope of this article. A whole set
of privacy issues might arise from
always-connected devices in the
physical environment—this article
doesn’t go into depth on these challenges, but Nigel Davies and his
colleagues discuss possible challenges and solutions in “Privacy
Mediators: Helping IoT Cross the
Chasm.”2 Our focus is on security
and safety issues.

Similarities and
Differences

We classify the similarities and differences based on the standard
computing stack: hardware, system
software, network, and application
layer. The IoT computing stack is
structured similarly:
■ At the lowest layer are devices
that can sense and effect physical
change in the environment.
■ The next layer comprises IoT
platforms—software systems that
aggregate multiple devices and
controlling software to perform
useful tasks.
■ Next, various connectivity/network protocols enable software
and physical devices to communicate with one another.
■ Finally, the application layer runs
custom code to control physical
processes.
We discuss areas of similarities and
differences next. We note that it is
not our goal to be exhaustive in our
discussion.
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Hardware Layer
The hardware layer often forms a
root of trust in modern computing systems, and we expect that
hardware security research results
developed in the context of desktop, mobile, and cloud systems
will transfer in some form to IoT
systems. We focus on two themes:
security for hardware and hardware
for security.

one-time fuses) and to create isolation units (for example, memory
management units and Intel Software Guard Extension enclaves)
are similar to those in classic IT
research, we envision many challenges arising in applying these
notions of hardware security to IoT
systems due to their limited computational and energy constraints.
These computational and energy
limitations can affect higher-layer
security primitives—some IoT
devices might not have very precise
real-time clocks, making it harder
to implement even the most basic

builds on hardware mechanisms
for establishing trust and isolation. We believe that many security
principles developed in the context of mobile, desktop, and cloud
computing will be applicable to
IoT platforms—software systems
that are similar in function to OSs
for other computing paradigms.
We discuss a few areas of similarities and differences, categorized by
security principle.

for hardware. Recent
work has shown the possibility of
Process isolation. Current OSs prohardware-level Trojans—malicious
vide a basic primitive: a fault in
components
or
instruction
one process doesn’t affect other
sequences that, when
processes on the system.
triggered,
circumvent
These isolation guarHardware security research results
security guarantees. Kaiantees depend on the
yuan Yang and his colpresence of a hardware
developed in desktop, mobile, and cloud
leagues recently showed
memory management
systems will likely transfer to IoT systems. unit (MMU). In small
how
fabrication-time
attackers can inject anaIoT devices (for instance,
log components that
devices with 64 Kbytes of
force a flip-flop, which
RAM), such an MMU is
maintains the processor’s privilege of network security protocols that generally absent. A challenge here
bit, to a target value.3 With a large assume the presence of reliable is to support the classic notion of
percentage of IoT devices being clocks. For example, Amir Rahmati process isolation without an MMU.
manufactured by third parties (often and his colleagues showed how the The Tock OS is currently exploring
overseas), hardware-level attacks are natural decay rate of static RAM can a combination of language-based
an increasing point of concern.
be used as a timekeeper for embed- isolation features and memory proGiven the relative simplicity of ded devices without clocks (for tection units to provide a process
isolation abstraction.6
IoT devices, such as sensors and instance, smart cards).5
microcontrollers, in comparison to
In general, we observe that
In general, although the
general-purpose computer proces- although the core notions of creat- notion of process isolation is
sors, open questions are whether ing hardware to support security well-known, enabling it for OSs of
such attacks can remain stealthy, primitives is similar to other com- resource-constrained IoT devices
and whether postfabrication testing puting paradigms, the computa- can require new techniques,
can be more effective in determin- tional and energy limitations at the whereas enabling it for IoT devices
ing whether hardware Trojans exist hardware layer can impact secu- with more resources, for example,
in a chip.
rity mechanisms at higher layers in Nest thermostats or Amazon Alexa,
the context of the IoT computing likely won’t be a challenge.
Hardware for security. Galen Hunt paradigm. We also observe that,
and his colleagues recently discussed conversely, higher-layer security Access control. OSs protect
this topic in The Seven Properties of properties might have to be tuned resources from untrusted code
Highly Secure Devices. Two proper- to the specific limitations of the using access control. A piece of
ties directly concern hardware secu- IoT device through a hardware– code is either given a token (as
rity techniques: a hardware root of software codesign approach.
in a capability-based system) or
trust and hardware-supported softassigned an unforgeable unique
ware isolation.4
System Software Layer
identity on which access control
Although the ideas of using The system software layer consists rules are expressed. Building an
hardware mechanisms to securely of firmware, OS code, and any priv- access control system for a particustore cryptographic keys (for exam- ileged system applications or pro- lar domain is often challenging. Our
ple, trusted platform modules and gramming frameworks. This layer prior work in analyzing consumer
Security
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IoT platforms revealed access control design errors as a security flaw.7
We performed an empirical security
analysis of the SmartThings platform and found that access control granularity wasn’t designed
appropriately, and it led to exploitable overprivilege. A fundamental
reason for such granularity design
errors in access control systems
stems from the tension between
usability and security. This tension has manifested itself before, in
mobile OSs8 and, before them, in
desktop OSs.9
Although the notion of access
control still applies to IoT platforms, there are new challenges in
the usability aspect of designing
such systems. For example, most
prior access control systems dealt
with virtual objects such as files
and processes. In the IoT space, the
objects of access control are physical devices and intuitive physical
operations. An interesting challenge
is how to exploit our natural intuitions about physical objects while
designing an access control system
for IoT platforms. For example, Earlence Fernandes and his colleagues
recently discussed the notion of a
user-perceived-risk-based
access
control system for IoT platforms.7
Information flow control. Access

control is a gatekeeper—once the
code obtains access to sensitive
resources, access control doesn’t
provide any further protection.
We analyzed a set of smart home
platforms and found that current
platforms use only access control.
Information flow control (IFC) is
a promising technique to control
how untrusted code uses its access
to sensitive resources.10
Although IFC isn’t a new concept, as evidenced by the multitude
of proposed systems for various
domains, the challenge lies in applying it meaningfully to a specific
domain. For example, FlowFence is
a recent proposal for consumer IoT
www.computer.org/computingedge
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frameworks that enables a dataflow
graph approach to IFC due to the
structure of IoT apps.11 Furthermore, the kinds of confidentiality
properties for environments such
as homes are well-studied; however,
the kinds of integrity properties that
we might need, which are arguably
more important in the IoT, have
been less well-studied.
Software updates. Updating software

is a fundamental security practice
to patch security bugs and include
additional features once devices are
deployed. For smartphones, PCs,
and cloud services, updating software is a well-understood, secure,
and common practice. However, for
physical devices in the IoT, several
challenges arise:

■ Upgrading software might require
a shutdown of the physical processes under control,12 which
could have an economic impact.
■ Updates might require reverification of compliance policies for
safety-critical devices in sensitive installations like factories
and hospitals.
■ Updates on computers in tertiary
network functions (for instance,
a business network) can have
unintended effects on a physical
process. A prominent example of a
negative effect of this kind was the
shutdown of a nuclear reactor due
to a software update on a computer
in the plant’s business network.13
■ Many IoT devices deployed in
the field (such as in concrete
bridges) can be difficult to physically access and might be intermittently powered (by harvesting
power from vibrations). Updating
the software on such intermittently powered devices is a challenge that classical computing
systems generally don’t face.
■ IoT devices might not be updatable fundamentally because the
manufacturers didn’t build an
update channel. In this case, we

need to revisit our notion of a
software update of the host (the
device) and include notions of
network-based patches.14
Although software updates for security are a well-understood concept,
designing update systems for the
IoT poses new challenges because
of the unique properties of the
physical processes that are under
the control of software.
Authentication. Passwords are cur-

rently the most widely used mechanism to authenticate users to their
IoT devices, platforms, and services.
But, they are also a major point of
concern because weak passwords
are pervasive and have recently
enabled large denial-of-service
attacks from botnets.15 Although
there are lightweight techniques
to obtain statistical estimations of
password strength (github.com
/dropbox/zxcvbn), weak passwords are still rampant. We don’t
view enforcing reasonable strength
passwords (nondefault) as a technical difference from IT security,
but rather we view it as a usability
challenge. Some proposals suggest
moving away from password-based
authentication schemes.4
Open challenges in authenticating users to IoT devices include
answering the following:
■ Are activity-based biometrics
(for instance, gait and heart-rate)
a better alternative to passwords
given that IoT devices interact
with physical phenomena?
■ IoT devices don’t necessarily have
classic I/O (for instance, no display
in Google Home)—this can affect
authentication schemes like passwords. Can we design authentication schemes of equivalent security
for different interaction modalities?

Network Layer
As in a classic computing stack,
the network layer in the IoT stack
17
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enables devices and software to
communicate with each other. However, different from classic networking, IoT networking is marked by a
multitude of protocols and is generally populated with fixed-function
devices. We elaborate how these
differences results in new security
challenges and mechanisms.

rudimentary information, so connections are required to get a full
list of the services a device supports.
Therefore, for a scanner to work reliably, a device would have to be in a
disconnected state as a BLE device
accepts only a single connection for
its services, unlike TCP ports, where
multiple simultaneous connections
can be serviced on the same port.
This introduces randomness into the
scanning process as the scanner will
have to “try again” at a later point in

to networks of devices that use various IoT protocols.
Repurposing networking technologies in unforeseen ways. Again, a

common IoT system architecture
for smart homes is to connect multiple devices to a hub. If all the home
IoT devices use Wi-Fi as a connectivity protocol, then a Wi-Fi router
Connectivity protocol diversity. The
can be a hub. This kind of configuranetwork layer in the IoT is marked
tion poses new security challenges
by various physical media and comthat Wi-Fi wasn’t designed to supmunication protocols.
port. For example, it’s
Part of this connectivity
very difficult to ensure
Challenges arise in adapting known
protocol diversity stems
that only a Wi-Fi-enabled
from the relative infancy
presence detector affects
security principles to make them work
of this technology, and
a door lock. Such an isofor the unique IoT computing paradigm.
part of it stems from the
lation boundary is useconstraints
imposed
ful because there could
be multiple devices on a
by devices or from the
network, some of which
physical spaces that host
might
be
malicious or comprothese devices. For intermittently time in the hope that the BLE device
mised
through
bugs. The isolapowered devices, short-range pro- is in the disconnected state. Furthertion
unit
would
serve
as defense in
tocols like Bluetooth Low Energy more, if a BLE device is connected,
depth
against
such
a
situation.
Fur(BLE) and near-field communica- it doesn’t send advertisements, furtion (NFC) are vital in conserv- ther complicating scanner operation. thermore, as we discussed, some
ing energy. For devices located in (Sophisticated scanners could try devices might not have update
existing infrastructure, protocols to jam existing connections to force channels, necessitating other means
of updates. A central hub like a
like physical-line communications them to drop.)
avoid expensive infrastructural
Therefore, scanners for IoT pro- Wi-Fi router is in a good position to
costs. Similarly, visible-light com- tocols are currently very network apply updates in the form of filters
munication can be useful because specific and offer only limited cov- for known malicious traffic patterns.
lights are ubiquitous in physical erage (BLE scanners will be useful Anna Simpson and her colleagues
spaces. This protocol diversity dis- only for BLE devices, but it’s com- discuss the design of a Wi-Fi home
rupts the operation of network mon for physical spaces such as a hub that can perform such security
scanning—a fundamental security home to contain devices using dif- functions.16
practice. We highlight this using ferent connectivity protocols). This
In the context of smart homes,
a BLE port–scanning case study, contrasts starkly with the Internet in we observe that hubs like Wi-Fi
described below.
general, in which TCP/IP is a con- routers are being increasingly used
In BLE, a rough analog of a TCP stant presence for online services to support IoT device networks.
port is a service UUID (Univer- where network scanning is typi- Adapting these hubs to natively supsally Unique Identifier). A device cally used. Port scanning is further port security properties such as isocan support multiple UUIDs that complicated in the consumer IoT lation is an open challenge.
define the kinds of functionality it space due to the practice of placing
provides. There are UUIDs for fit- devices behind a hub or router. Net- Anomaly detection in the network.
ness machines, heart monitors, and work scanners situated outside such As defense in depth, detecting misso on (see www.bluetooth.com a network won’t be able to conduct behaving devices on the network
is a common and well-deployed
/specifications/gatt/ser vices). internal scans.
When a BLE device is disconnected,
Because each protocol has its security practice in many computit sends out advertisements that can own notions of how two peers ing areas. The main challenge in
help controllers (or scanners) dis- communicate with each other, it’s obtaining useful results from anomcover the device, and attempt con- unclear how network security prac- aly detectors is tuning them to pronections. Advertisements contain tices such as port scanning translate duce a low number of errors—that
18
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is, to minimize how often they
either raise a flag for benign behavior or don’t raise a flag for malicious
behavior. This challenge arises due
to the fundamental complexity of
the devices we typically connect to
a network—general-purpose computers like mobile phones, desktops, and servers. These devices
perform multiple functions and
lead to complicated network traces
that make it difficult to characterize “normal” behavior. In contrast,
IoT devices are simple and have a
single purpose (that is, they have
fixed functions). This can translate
to simpler network dynamics and,
hence, easier-to-model behaviors,
ultimately leading to fewer errors
in anomaly detectors. Recent work
in the context of industrial control
systems have yielded promising
results—David Formby and his colleagues show how predictable network characteristics of relays and
circuit breakers can be used to reliably fingerprint them.17
A physical process evolves as per
physical laws in a generally predictable fashion. For example, a garage
door of a certain mass takes a specific amount of time to close, and an
oven of a certain volume heats up
to a specific temperature in a predictable amount of time. We envision that models of these physical
processes can be used to reduce
the errors in anomaly detectors.
In contrast, general-purpose computers, by definition, don’t have
well-defined behavior models when
applications running on them are
taken into account.

Application Layer
The application layer in the IoT is
no different from other computing
paradigms—it runs customized code
for end-user scenarios. We consider
two ways in which IoT application
behavior can affect security.
Physical co-relations. Consider a
simple if-this-then-that rule that
www.computer.org/computingedge

www.computer.org/security

closes a garage door after 9:00 p.m. If
a speaker were placed in the vicinity
of the motors controlling the door,
it would record a specific acoustic
pattern for a specific amount of time
whenever the door closes. There is a
natural physical co-relation between
this acoustic pattern and the closing
of the garage doors.
The natural co-relations between
physical phenomena could act as
feedback channels that IoT platforms
could then use to approximately
monitor physical processes for deviations from expected behavior. If deviations exist, then it would mean that a
failure or security issue occurred.
Machine learning and control of
physical processes. In recent years,

machine learning (ML) and deep
learning have found wide applicability to many computing domains—
deep-learning robots can learn to
grasp objects, and the Nest thermostat can learn and then control
HVAC settings automatically. However, recent work has shown that
deep-learning algorithms are susceptible to adversarial manipulations of
their input—attackers can craft input
that looks indistinguishable from
benign input to humans, but can be
interpreted in a completely different
way by machines. For example, tampered images that are fed into a vision
algorithm running on an autonomous vehicle can make the vehicle
believe a stop sign was a yield sign,
causing a possible crash at an intersection. Building robustness into ML
algorithms against such attacks is an
active area of research whose details
are beyond this article’s scope. We
refer readers to “Towards the Science
of Security and Privacy in Machine
Learning” for a more thorough treatment of the topic.18
As more physical processes come
under the control of ML algorithms,
their vulnerabilities in adversarial
settings will become pressing security and safety issues. Classic IT
security has often applied ML to

security problems (for instance,
malware detection); however, only
recently has work begun on securing
the ML algorithms.

B

roadly, classic IT security
research and IoT security
research share the basic secure software and hardware construction
principles that have been developed
in other computing paradigms. The
differences form a spectrum of new
intellectual challenges. On one end
of this spectrum, challenges arise in
applying and adapting known security principles to make them work
for the unique challenges posed
by the IoT computing paradigm.
We believe that overcoming many
of these challenges will involve a
cross-layer codesign approach. For
example, due to limited energy
availability, hardware security
mechanisms might need to be
purpose-built depending on the specific higher-level security property
we want to enforce—it’s not possible to efficiently accommodate a
one-size-fits-all security mechanism.
At the other end of the spectrum,
the nature of both physical processes and IoT devices lend themselves to the construction of new
security mechanisms. As discussed,
natural co-relations between physical phenomena can be exploited to
detect security and safety failures.
Similarly, the predictability of physical processes is another avenue
that can be used to detect anomalous events. Finally, introducing
ideas from the control engineering
world into IoT platform construction (for instance, specialized feedback loops) could lead to a safer and
more secure IoT.
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What Is the Blockchain?
Massimo Di Pierro | DePaul University

T

he technology known as the blockchain was first revealed by Satoshi Nakamoto in his paper “Bitcoin:
A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” (https://
bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf), which laid out the mathematical foundation for the bitcoin cryptocurrency. Although
this was a groundbreaking paper, it was never actually submitted to a traditional peer-reviewed journal, and the author’s
true identity is unknown. Blockchain technology is not only
at the foundation of all crytocurrencies, but it has found wide
application in the more traditional financial industry. It also
opened the door to new applications such as smart contracts.
It’s a Matter of Trust
The problem that Nakamoto solved with the blockchain
was that of establishing trust in a distributed system. More
specifically, the problem of creating a distributed storage of
timestamped documents where no party can tamper with the
content of the data or the timestamps without detection.
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Note that this problem is orthogonal to the problems
of authentication, integrity, and nonrepudiation, which
are solved by digital signatures. If a party creates a digital signature for a document, it establishes only a verifiable
link between the party and the document. The existence
of a valid digital signature proves that the party indeed
intended to sign the document and that the document
hasn’t been altered. Yet the digital signature guarantees
nothing about the time when the document was signed:
the timestamp requires trust in the party that signed it. In
the case of financial transactions and other forms of legal
contracts, time is of the essence, and the order of those
financial transactions needs to be independently certified
to be auditable.
Consider the case of house sales. The owner can be defined as the party to whom the house was last sold to, but
ownership can only be verified from the full paper trail
of all transactions related to the house, a paper trail that’s
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usually kept and verified by title companies. Note this
system doesn’t completely prevent fraudulent transactions
(such as a person selling a house that he or she doesn’t
own or selling the same property to more than one party),
but fraudulent activities eventually get detected, and true
ownership is established. The same ownership verification
problem arises in financial transactions—for sure, in the
sale of cryptocurrency, but also in the sale of any other
traditional financial instrument. The problem is normally
solved by recording all transactions in a single trusted centralized ledger, but a ledger isn’t always a practical solution because it doesn’t scale to large numbers of frequent
transactions and because it requires all parties to trust the
ledger’s maintainer. In the same way you need to trust
your bank with your money (and bank employees stealing
customer funds is not unheard of). To address this, the
blockchain provides a distributed trust mechanism: multiple parties keep a record of transactions, and every party
can verify that the order and timestamps of the transactions haven’t been tampered with.
A unit of bitcoin is nothing other than a number, but
only some numbers are valid bitcoins. These numbers are
solutions of a well-defined equation, and whoever finds a
new solution owns it (this process is called mining). Once
a bitcoin is discovered, it can be traded, with transactions
stored in a ledger. Transactions are digitally signed with
the credentials of the seller to avoid nonrepudiation. There
is no centralized ledger because users wouldn’t trust one
and because there are too many transactions to store them
all in one place. Hence bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies provide a distributed ledger in which every computer
involved in the transaction of a specific coin (or fraction
of a coin) keeps a copy of the history of that coin’s transactions. The blockchain technology makes sure that no
party storing this history can tamper with it without being detected.
Hash Functions
Transactions are units of data containing the transaction
details plus a timestamp. Both can be represented as computer numbers or strings. A blockchain can be thought of
as a table with three columns, where each row represents
a distinct transaction, the first column stores the transaction’s timestamp, the second column stores the transaction’s details, and the third column stores a hash of the
current transaction plus its details plus the hash of the previous transaction. When a new record is inserted into a
blockchain, the last computed hash is broadcasted to every
interested party. It isn’t necessary for every party to keep a
copy of the entire transaction history—it’s sufficient that
a few parties do. Because everyone knows the last hash,
anyone can verify that the data hasn’t been altered since
it would be impossible without obtaining a different and
www.computer.org/computingedge
www.computer.org/cise

thus invalid hash. The only way to tamper with the data
while preserving the hash would be to find a collision in
the data, and that’s computationally impossible. It would
require so much computing power that it’s practically
uneconomical.
A hash can be thought of as an encrypted version of
the original string from which it is impossible to derive the
original string. In fact, one way to compute the hash of a
string is by encrypting it and performing some scrambling
and xoring of the output bits. Mathematically, a hash is
produced by a hash function, f, which must have two important properties: the size of the input space and the output space must be large; it must be practically impossible
to find collisions, that is, two inputs x1 and x 2 that produce
the same output f(x1) 5 f(x 2). A typical application of hash
functions is in password storage—when you register on a
website, you don’t want the site to store your password p
in its database, otherwise anyone with access to the database could read it. The website should store the hash of the
password, f(p) 5 y. When you login, the input password p
is hashed again and compared with the stored value, f(p) 5
y. The probability of an incorrect password producing the
same hash value y as the actual password is zero for practical purposes.
Examples of hash functions are the Secure Hash
Algorithms (SHA1, SHA128, SHA512, and so on),
which are implemented in the standard Python module
hashlib. They can take any string as input and always
produce an output string that’s a hexadecimal representation of the output number of the function with a fixed
number of digits:
>>> print hashlib.sha1(‘hello world’).hexdigest()
2aae6c35c94fcfb415dbe95f408b9ce91ee846ed
Let’s look at a simple implementation of a blockchain in
Python. First, we define a function that we call bhash that,
given the timestamp and details (a string or other serializable object) of a new transaction along with the hash of the
previous transaction, computes a new hash using the SHA1
algorithm:
import hashlib, json, time
def bhash (timestamp, details, prev_hash):
token = json.dumps([timestamp, details, prev_hash])
return hashlib.sha1(details).hexdigest()
Notice that we used the json serializer to combine the
elements together into a hashable string that we then pass
to the hash SHA1 hash function. Our choice of serializing
in json is an implementation detail and not the only way to
achieve the goal.
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Next we create a Blockchain class to encapsulate a list
of blocks:
class Blockchain(object):
def __init__(self, details=’new-chain’):
self.blocks = [(time.time(), details, ”)]
def record(self, details, timestamp = None):
timestamp = timestamp or time.time()
prev_hash = self.blocks[21] [2]
new_hash = bhash(timestamp, details, prev_hash)
self.blocks.append((timestamp, details, new_hash))
The class has a constructor, “init”, which creates a list
of blocks and stores the first block in the list. This first block
contains an initial timestamp and details but no hash. In
the case of a bitcoin, this would store information about the
discovery of a new unit and its owner.
The class also has a second method, “record”, that,
given the details of a new transaction and an optional
timestamp (otherwise automatically computed), stores
them in a new block. This is done by retrieving the hash
of the previous block from self.blocks[21][2],
calling the bhash function, and appending the triplet (timestamp, details, new_hash) to the list of
blocks. Notice that self.blocks[i][j] represents a
cell in the blockchain table where i is the row number
starting from 0, and j is the column number also starting from 0.
We use our Blockchain class by creating an instance
of it, which we call “bc”, and recording transactions represented as self-descriptive strings:
>>> bc = Blockchain(‘A found $1’)
>>> bc.record(‘A gives $1 to B’)
>>> bc.record(‘B gives $1 to C’)
>>> bc.record(‘C gives $1 to D’)
Then we can print the blocks in the blockchain:
>>> print bc.blocks
[(1495941516.704196, ‘A found $1’, ”),
(1495941516.704201, ‘A gives $1 to B’, ‘a75a9227f...’),
(1495941516.704277, ‘B gives $1 to C’, ‘ca911be27...’),
(1495941516.704290, ‘C gived $1 to D’, ‘cb462885e...’)]
The last hash is ‘cb462885e...’. For this technology
to work, we must make sure we broadcast the last hash and
that there a few copies of the full chain stored by different
parties. The parties in this context are the computing nodes
in the peer-to-peer network in charge of recording and storing the transactions. This is a network problem and beyond
this article’s scope.
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It’s also important that every party can verify the
chain’s integrity. This can easily be done by using the function below:
def verify(blockchain):
prev 5 blockchain.blocks[0]
for block in blockchain.blocks[1:]:
new_hash = bhash(block[0], block[1], prev[2])
if block[2] != new_hash: return False
prev = block
return True
In the code, above we loop over all the blocks starting
from the second one, recompute each hash, and then compare it with the stored one in block[2], the third column.
If the code finds any hash that doesn’t match, it returns
False, or else it returns True. We can call this code on our
blockchain with
>>> print verify(bc)
True
From a technology viewpoint, there’s a lot more than
this to the bitcoin network. There are algorithms for data
distribution, for syncing nodes, for efficient storage and querying, for conflict resolutions, and so on, yet the blockchain
technology is at the heart of it.
Cryptocurrencies and Beyond
It’s important to observe that different cryptocurrencies
run on different platforms and make different storage and
hashing choices. In addition, for the same type of cryptocurrency, for example, bitcoin, there are different implementations of the algorithm, even though they’re all compatible
and can communicate with each other. Moreover, for each
unit of coin, there’s one set of blocks (replicated in multiple
locations).
Its use for cryptocurrencies is the first and best-known
application of the blockchain, but it isn’t the only one, and
probably not the most important. Many companies provide
proprietary implementations of the blockchain technology
and sell their solutions to the financial industry, which uses
them to record various types of transactions. These proprietary solutions are integrated into the authentication infrastructure of financial institutions and allow different agents
to record transactions in a distributed fashion, thereby allowing different institutions (or parts of the same institution) to transact without reciprocal trust.
Because a transaction is basically a string, it can contain
arbitrary information. It should be evident to the reader at this
point that this technology can be used for any kind of notarization, and not necessarily involving money. For example,
April 2018
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Chicago’s Cook County has been experimenting with using
the bitcoin network to record house titles (https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/chicago-s-cook-county-to-test-bitcoin-blockchain-based-public-records-1475768860). Similarly, someone
could store an idea for a patent in the blockchain to later prove
a first-to-invent claim. You could also store a promise to do
something at a later time, with the promise stored in the form
of code that would execute the promise in an automated manner. This is what’s called a smart contract; for example, let’s
say we have this promise: “Alice promises to pay Bob $1 if on
1 January 2028 it rains in Chicago.” As long as the promise is
in the blockchain, and an API can check whether the conditions are met, the system can automatically execute the transaction should the condition be fulfilled.

T

he bitcoin network was the first, but new ones are emerging all the time to trade and specifically handle smart

contracts, “applications that run exactly as programmed
without any possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud, or
third-party interference” (thereum.com).
On one hand, the idea of trading cryptocurrencies
might be nothing more than stamp collecting, but the other, the underlying technology has only started to revolutionize contracts and human interactions. It will displace many
white collar jobs the same way robots have displaced blue
collar ones. It will also create new jobs that we can’t even
imagine today. Only time will tell if cryptocurrencies can
soar and prosper because of the increasing trust people put
into blockchain technology.
Massimo Di Pierro is a professor in the School of Computing at
DePaul University and co-director of the MS program in computational finance. Contact him at massimo.dipierro@depaul
.edu.
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Beyond Bitcoin:
The Rise of
Blockchain World
Roman Beck, IT University of Copenhagen

questions will no doubt be confronted over time. If the technology
fails, the future of blockchain will be
different. In this article, I’ll assume
technical challenges will be solved,
and although I’ll cover some technical issues, these aren’t the main focus of this paper.
In a 2015 article, “The Trust Machine,” it was argued that the biggest
effects of blockchain are on trust.1
The article referred to public trust
in economic institutions, that is, that such organizations
and intermediaries will act as expected. When they don’t,
trust deteriorates. Trust in economic institutions hasn’t
recovered from the recession of 2008.3 Technology can exacerbate distrust: online trades with distant counterparties can make it hard to settle disputes face to face. Trusted
intermediaries can be hard to fi nd, and that’s where blockchain can play a part. Permanent record-keeping that can
be sequentially updated but not erased creates visible
footprints of all activities conducted on the chain. This
reduces the uncertainty of alternative facts or truths, thus
creating the “trust machine” The Economist describes. As
trust changes, so too does governance.4
Vitalik Buterin of the Ethereum blockchain platform
calls blockchain “a magic computer” to which anyone
can upload self-executing programs.5 All states of every

The brave new world of blockchain potentially
transforms the financial structures we have
come to know and feel ambivalent about. What
does a decentralized, secure system mean for
our society?

B

itcoin—a cryptocurrency built on blockchain
technology—was the fi rst currency not controlled by a single entity.1 Initially known to
a few nerds and criminals,2 bitcoin is now involved in hundreds of thousands of transactions daily.
Bitcoin has achieved values of more than US$15,000 per
coin (at the end of 2017), and this rising value has attracted
attention. For some, bitcoin is digital fool’s gold. For others, its underlying blockchain technology heralds the
dawn of a new digital era. Both views could be right.
The fortunes of cryptocurrencies don’t defi ne blockchain. Indeed, the biggest effects of blockchain might lie
beyond bitcoin, cryptocurrencies, or even the economy.
Of course, the technical questions about blockchain have
not all been answered. We still struggle to overcome the
high levels of processing intensity and energy use. These
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program are publicly visible, with cryptographic guarantees that programs
will execute as specified by the blockchain protocol. (Buterin later abandons the term magic in favor of Turingcomplete.) Blockchain might, as the subtitle of this article suggests, usher in a
new world. Some refer to blockchain
as the most promising new technology
since the Internet.4 The gods of powerful institutions (for example, central
banks), are challenged by blockchain.
Whether this technology will force
these gods into the twilight is unclear, but it’s big enough and powerful
enough to bring major changes.

Technical details are summarized in
a paper by Ethereum’s Gavin Wood.7
The Ethereum blockchain goes beyond bitcoin to allow user-created
smart contracts executed on a generic,
programmable blockchain under decentralized control, using a built-in
Turing-complete programming language. This allows smart contracts
and customized (even arbitrary) rules
for ownership, transaction formats,
and state transition functions. These
smart contracts enable the distributed
user community to resolve some issues
without depending on trusted centralized authorities.

consensus.4 Proof-of-work is the most
common consensus mechanism, used
by both bitcoin and Ethereum and dating back to 1992.8
Proof-of-work mathematically ensures validity as long as no single entity holds enough computing power to
add an illegitimate block to the blockchain. Each miner competes with other
miners to earn the reward of being able
to add a block to the blockchain. This
is accomplished by the miner doing
computationally intense work. Bitcoin requires the miner to fi nd a string
that, when concatenated with a hash
of the previous block header and then

WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN?

Blockchain, as it is used today, is a
tamper-resistant database of transactions consistent across a large
number of nodes. The blockchain is
cryptographically secured against
retrospective manipulations, and it
uses a consensus mechanism to keep
the database consistent whenever new
transactions need to be validated. Data
storage on the blockchain is secured
by cryptographic hashes in which
data being hashed return a fi ngerprint
that verifies the authenticity of the
data. Alteration of the original data
causes the hash of the altered data to
no longer match the original fi ngerprint. Transactions on the blockchain
are grouped and stored in blocks. The
combined hash of these transactions
is also stored, and each subsequent
block saves the combined hash of the
previous block. This creates a chain of
cryptographically secured and linked
blocks containing the information—
the blockchain.
Any attempt to change information
necessitates rehashing, not only the
block relevant to the transaction, but
all subsequent blocks. This is possible
theoretically, but it’s impractical since
the blocks grow continuously as other
nodes add blocks to the blockchain.6
www.computer.org/computingedge

Blockchain, as it is used today, is a tamperresistant database of transactions consistent
across a large number of nodes.
Blocks, hashing, trees, and miners

The foundation of blockchain is the security of code and data in the blocks.
Bitcoin uses a “Merkle tree” to store
data from new transactions with
pointers to original block locations for
unchanged data. Transactions are repeatedly paired, merged, hashed and
rehashed until only one hash—the
Merkle root—remains. Each subsequent block saves the Merkle root of
the previous block. Ethereum blocks
contain the entire state of the Ethereum system stored in a “Patricia tree,”
an evolved Merkle tree. Chained hashing keeps blocks well formed and difficult to tamper with. This helps keep
the blockchain secure and almost
unbreakable. A blockchain isn’t run
from a single server, but on a network
of computers that hold all data and
changes to the data in the blockchain.
These computers are called “miners,”
essential to a blockchain that uses a
proof-of-work mechanism to achieve

re-hashed, returns a particular string.
Anyone trying to “spoof” the blockchain (for example, to change data
on old transactions) must recalculate
the proof of work for all subsequent
blocks. Convincing the system to use
a bogus chain would require continuously adding blocks to the chain faster
than a legitimate chain would evolve.
Ethereum is developing an alternative
consensus scheme that uses proof of
stake that doesn’t require the computational resources of proof of work,
largely in response to processing intensity and energy use as noted earlier.
Each miner that joins the blockchain increases the level of decentralization, and also strengthens the
consensus mechanisms. Transactions
on decentralized blockchains are
transparent and visible to users, in
contrast to centralized systems where
the users typically don’t enjoy such
transparency or trust in the provider.9
Miners who have been able to solve the
FEBRUARY 2018
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cryptographic puzzle are rewarded, so
miners continuously try to create the
next blocks that can be added to the
chain. No central authority decides
this. Miners that try to add different
blocks than those agreed on through
the consensus mechanism are disregarded by the rest of the system. This
forces uniformity in the blockchain.
It’s nearly impossible to cheat the
blockchain without circumventing the
consensus scheme that dictates nodal
agreement that a miner has a right to
be a block in a given blockchain.

Smart contracts

Security and transparency helps the
blockchain provide a single version of
what is the case and how that case was
achieved—what some call “the truth.”
In this, bitcoin and Ethereum are similar. Ethereum goes beyond by permitting smart contracts, a piece of code
that enables the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) to execute on the blockchain. The EVM is similar to other
virtual machines, compiling instructions from a programming language
into low level code for the computer
on which it runs. The EVM is a large
decentralized computer containing
millions of objects called “accounts.”
Accounts can maintain internal databases, execute code, and talk to other
accounts. A smart contract is itself
an account. The EVM allows for externally owned accounts (EOAs) controlled by a private key through a user,
allowing an account to send ether and
messages from the EOA.
A smart contract can’t be altered
once the code is set, although storage
of the smart contract can be altered.
The piece of code acts as an agreement,
available for anyone to use. Smart contracts are made possible by the Turingcomplete programming languages
compiled into EVM bytecode. Smart
contracts have addresses and execute
code based on the data they receive.
Smart contracts can call other smart
contracts through messages. To avoid
malicious behavior, infinite loops or
distributed denial of service attacks,
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execution and creation of smart contracts uses Ethereum’s internal cryptocurrency. The amount needed for a
contract is determined by the computations and storage entries of bytecode
that the EVM compiles the smart contract into. Specific computation costs
are calculated by the complexity of the
computation, with basic computations
(addition, subtraction, and multiplication) costing less and more complications costing more. Miners are paid for
use of their computational power. As of
2015, the computing power available on
blockchains was small, about equivalent to a 1999 smartphone.10 However,
with powerful smart contracts this
could change quickly.
Access to a blockchain is for transaction validation or transaction entry. Transaction validation depends
on whether the blockchain is permissionless (all nodes can validate transactions) or permissioned (only preregistered can validate transactions).
Transaction entry is available to all
nodes in public blockchains. Only
preregistered nodes can submit new
transactions in private blockchains.
Public blockchains can be either permissioned or permissionless.11
Blockchain’s core ideas are well established: fidelity and transparency.
Fidelity is the truthful rendering of
the state of things. People trust those
things are as represented. The technical structure of the blockchain is that
blocks containing requisite information are secured cryptographically, and
consensus mechanisms ensure that
blocks along the chain agree with the
creation of and/or change in the information to be held. Transparency is the
ability of anyone to examine the entire
record of changes to determine when,
how and why changes were made. The
architecture of blockchain is such that
any effort to “hide” information on the
chain is obvious, causing other users of
the chain to ask questions about why
it’s happening. The technology doesn’t
guarantee that a blockchain cannot be
corrupted, but it makes corruption difficult enough to generate trust.

BLOCKCHAIN AND TRUST

Trust is complicated and difficult to define precisely. It has numerous meanings and many different forms. Yet
trust is the underlying fabric of human
interactions, of central importance to
interpersonal and interorganizational
relationships. Blockchain affects trust.
People sometimes refer to blockchain
as a technology that overcomes the need
for trust in human interactions. It’s unclear that overcoming the need for trust
is possible; rather, it’s more productive
to assess blockchain’s effect on the antecedents of trust, including confidence,
integrity, reliability, responsibility, and
predictability. If we can be confident
that collaborations will be executed
as intended, and that there’s only one
version constituting truth, integrity is
guaranteed. When contracts are executed as coded, blockchain is seen to be
reliable. Roles and responsibilities are
determined in advance, and outcomes
are predictable. When these trust antecedents are handled effectively by
blockchain, certainty can replace uncertainty. This is a major hope for blockchain; time will tell if it can be realized.

Decentralized and autonomous

Much is made of blockchain’s decentralization and autonomy. However,
nothing in blockchain requires decentralization or autonomy. Decentralization and autonomy are enabled by
blockchain, but a choice can be made
based on the needs of the application.
Authorities, such as central banks, can
adopt and apply blockchain technology; but blockchain provides an alternative that might have implications
for control, authority, power, and so
on. Beyond this, it might be possible
to implement previously unavailable
solutions when requirements for centralized authority are lifted. As formerly impractical solutions become
practical, blockchain’s impacts might
go beyond “least expected” to “not expected at all.”
It’s useful to look at R.H. Coase’s
work;12 he questioned why, in a marketoriented economy, economic activity
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isn’t limited to individuals interacting on markets? Why are there firms?
Coase was an economist, but his
ideas reach beyond economics. Firms
emerged to handle “transactions”
(searching, negotiating, monitoring,
enforcing, coordinating) required by
markets. In his model, when transaction costs are high, the firm emerges
as more efficient than the market. The
choice is between market and firm,
but Coase recognized that a third “hybrid” form can emerge around collaborations, alliances, or joint ventures.
These hybrids didn’t conform to the
products and services of the 1930s, and
Coase didn’t elaborate on them.

can generate real-time information
flows of transactions to allow new approaches of digital auditing to ensure
agreements are honored. This paradigm shift suggests that such systems
organize transactions reliably—possibly without human interaction—
following a protocol. It’s akin to unstaffed, autonomously navigating
vessels safely moving passengers from
A to B using a protocol capable of minimizing exceptions (malicious and
accidental) and getting humans out of
the loop. In principle, blockchain could
be an Internet of Things backbone, enabling tamper-proof coordination of
activities, for example between delivery drones and their delivery stations.

the criminal justice system) for enforcement. Blockchain could support
many codified agreements handled
by traditional means, including stock
trades, monitoring contract, managing land records, security of foodstuffs, preserving provenance, and
maintaining the chain of custody. In
this way, the technology will become
part of the infrastructure of daily life,
affecting commerce, social interaction, law, education, entertainment,
nutrition, livelihood, housing, and so
on.
Just because blockchain world is
part of a larger infrastructure doesn’t
mean its effects are trivial. The Internet has had a profound effect on our

Friction costs

In principle, blockchain allows for
such hybrids, enabled by its decentralized mechanisms to make claims,
attest to things, or enforce rights
(such as property rights). Blockchain
enables trust that a transaction will
be completed even if there are slight
variances in protocol, because it’s possible to see that the ends are achieved.
It can reduce friction that comprises
all kinds of direct and indirect costs
and efforts due to the lack of trust
and bring certainty via transaction
logic instantiated as code. Contracts
and other forms of agreements can be
electronically executed without trustassociated friction costs. Blockchain
can be used for transparent and secure
transactions between and among individuals, individuals and organizations, and organizations.
Blockchain might alleviate our
dependency on central, hierarchical
organizing and planning—previously
the only way to reliably handle financial transactions—and thus allow for
decentralized enforcement of transactions, in a manner similar to the
way the Internet enabled changes in
social relationships, commerce, and
so on. The constraints that now lead
to centralized solutions might evaporate if the transaction logic can be
orchestrated and enforced without
that central authority. Blockchain
www.computer.org/computingedge

The emerging blockchain world is the
combination of traditional ways of doing things
and those that are enabled by blockchain.
Whether any given application is
controlled in a centralized or decentralized manner becomes a matter of
choice; it doesn’t default to the centralized approach because that’s the only
way to do it. It’s less important for requiring a particular solution than for
enabling multiple solutions, thereby
increasing the options of those who
pay for, design, use, or otherwise interact with blockchain applications.

BLOCKCHAIN WORLD

The emerging blockchain world is the
combination of traditional ways of doing things and those that are enabled
by blockchain. Third parties might
still ensure trustworthiness, but they
don’t have to do so, nor do those who
seek assurance have to depend on third
parties. A transaction might be conducted as agreed upon solely because
blockchain enables those interested to
monitor the status of the transaction,
know what’s going on, and remind
others of their obligations. Or a party
could turn to another system (such as

culture, economy, and systems, and
blockchain will be complementary to
the kinds of changes that have already
transpired, providing the means for
decentralized governance in addition
to centralized governance. By enabling
so-called decentralized autonomous
organizations (DAOs), blockchain
empowers participants to implement
agreements and transactions, without being their own legal entity. DAOs
make transactions transparent to DAO
members, which in turn makes fraudulent behavior difficult to hide.
In principle, a DAO can run autonomously as a decentralized, transparent, and secure system for operation
and governance among independent
participants. Blockchains needn’t be
controlled by any of the participants as
it is serving as a trusted third party to
provide the role of proxy and enforcement of rules. To use Coase’s insight,
a DAO might reduce transaction costs
while providing setup, maintenance,
regulation, and supervision like traditional third parties. The results
FEBRUARY 2018
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This article originally appeared in
Computer, vol. 51, no. 2, 2018.

wouldn’t be trust-free, but would shift
from trust in a counterparty or a third
party to the blockchain system itself
and the rules coded therein.

and an ability to see the big picture.
Blockchain world promises much,
though many of the details are still being determined.
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Toward Evidence-Based
Software Engineering
Lessons Learned in Healthcare
Application Development
Artur Nowak and Holger J. Schünemann

Of all the domains of human activity, healthcare arguably has the most
robust decision-making tools. This is no wonder because errors are
particularly costly from both the human and the monetary perspective.
In this installment of Insights, Artur Nowak and Holger Schünemann
look back at the decisions made when designing, implementing, and
evolving a collaboration tool to support evidence-based decisions in
healthcare, and they reflect on how software engineers could benefit
from similar methods. — Cesare Pautasso and Olaf Zimmermann

DECISIONS SHOULD BE based on the
best available evidence, particularly
when people’s lives are affected. The
GRADEpro Guideline Development
Tool (GRADEpro GDT; gradepro.org)
is a browser-based application that supports the whole cycle of creation of
healthcare recommendations. It supports evidence-based medicine (EBM),
in which decision making is grounded in
the fi ndings of research studies, mostly
randomized controlled trials or observational studies.1
Such data is collected through
systematic literature reviews. Wellperformed systematic reviews follow a
set of transparent methods to describe
2469-7087/18/$33.00
0 7 4 0 - 7 4 5 9 / 1 7 /©
$ 32018
3 . 0 0IEEE
© 2017 IEEE

the state of the art of research on a specific topic. They are achieved by casting the net wide and then painstakingly
fi ltering and analyzing the fi ndings.
The result represents the foundation of
appropriate healthcare decision making. EBM derivations fi nd their applications in different domains, including
management, education, and software
engineering. 2
GRADEpro GDT users include medical professionals from around the world.
For some of them, it is indispensable.
For the others, especially busy clinicians, it is a mechanism to share their
knowledge in a time-efficient way. Consumers of the tool’s output are policy
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makers, healthcare professionals,
and patients. (For a typical output, see the European Commission’s
“Recommendations on Breast Cancer Screening.”3)
GRADEpro GDT was conceived
as a reboot of a Windows-only application, extending it with numerous modules. As such, it inherited
the title of the official tool of the
GRADE Working Group (GRADE
WG; gradeworkinggroup.org), an
informal association of scientists that
sets standards for appraisal of medical evidence. (GRADE stands for
Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation.)
The methodology the GRADE WG
created is widely acknowledged—for
example, by the World Health Organization and Cochrane, the biggest
nonprofit organization conducting
systematic reviews.
Software architecture has been
defined partly as “the set of significant decisions about … the organization of a software system.”4 Because
decision support is a key capability
of GRADEpro GDT, it makes sense
to look at the decisions we made
when designing GRADEpro from
the perspective of the process the
tool itself supports.

Decision Making in the
Context of Software
Architecture
Numerous decision-making approaches
exist to balance design tradeoffs and
evaluate commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) solutions. For instance,
Davide Falessi and his colleagues
described 15 such approaches and a
framework for comparing and selecting them.5 Here, we do not attempt
to adapt the GRADE methodology to
software engineering, although even
a cursory look at the aforementioned
framework suggests that such an
32
68

adaptation would differ significantly
from the existing approaches. Instead,
we present the lessons learned from
the development of GRADEpro, taking into account the perspective of our
tool’s users.
Perhaps the most striking difference between healthcare and software engineering is the historical
scarcity of experimental data in
the latter domain. A study of 5,453
papers published from 1993 to 2002
in nine journals and three conference proceedings (focused on the
subject of empirical evidence) identified only 103 papers describing controlled experiments. 6
However, the 21st century has seen
increased awareness of controlled
experiments’ importance among both
researchers and practitioners. A recent
study on one experiment type alone
reported that 82 of the 930 analyzed
papers included empirical data.7 This
growth also has been reflected by
• the introduction of empirical
software engineering courses
into several universities’ curricula (for an example, see goo
.gl/NYPJ92),
• establishment of a dedicated journal (Empirical Software Engineering; www.springer.com/computer
/swe/journal/10664), and
• publication of handbooks on
the subject (for example, A
Handbook of Software and
Systems Engineering: Empirical Observations, Laws and
Theories 8).
We have also seen the rise of systematic literature reviews and mapping studies in the field. The significance of good reporting, which
enables generalization of findings,
has come to the attention of authors
of nonexperimental empirical papers,
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such as case studies.9 The emergence
of public code-hosting services (for
example, SourceForge and GitHub)
has led to the concentration of open
source efforts around these sites.
This in turn has enabled many comparative studies based on mining this
data. Similarly, big data initiatives
in enterprises will likely extend to
the aggregation of metrics on software production processes, leading to the collection of data that can
be turned into insights. All these
factors strengthen our belief that
high-quality empirical evidence will
become much more available in the
coming years, leading to more widespread adoption of evidence-based
software engineering.
Many software engineering experiments have studied how programming techniques impact worker performance, resembling studies in
industrial and organizational psychology. Additionally, especially in the
context of COTS evaluation, many
objective metrics can be defined, such
as a solution’s memory footprint or
the number of LinkedIn profiles that
match a given technology (as a proxy
for ease of hiring).
Likewise, health evidence comes
from different sources and takes
many shapes and forms. For example,
randomized controlled trials measure
an outcome (for instance, bleeding as
an adverse effect of a blood thinner
given to prevent strokes) in two randomly selected groups. In contrast,
case control studies divide the population by the outcome’s occurrence
and seek differences in the prior
events. These studies leave the users
of the research with different degrees
of certainty of the evidence. The reasons for the degrees of evidence are
based on trained individuals’ judgments that should be transparent,
reproducible, and storable.
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A look at the GRADEpro modules
(team formation, conflict-of-interest
management, scope definition, evidence
synthesis, a structured decision process involving a panel of experts, and
dissemination of the results) suggests
that the same principles hold for decision making in software engineering.
For example, you must always formulate questions before you apply
analysis, to avoid the fallacy of data
dredging: mining a dataset for potential correlations without testing the
hypotheses on a holdout set. The recommendations should be made by
people without conflicts of interest,
including intellectual conflicts of interest; cognitive bias should be minimal. It is crucial to estimate not only
the effect or association size but also
your certainty or confidence in it and
how it supports a particular recommendation. Ultimately, all investments
involve both returns and risk levels.
The same goes for your certainty
regarding the relative value of various system traits. Maybe a user survey indicated that a visual revamp
of the user interface is important,
but how representative are those
users of the overall population? Perhaps self-selection of the participants
occurred—especially if you titled the
survey “Help Us Make the Software
Look Better.” Maybe only a minority of the stakeholders highly value
a more ergonomic interface for data
entry—not surprisingly, the people
who will use it daily. In other words,
you must consider not only the
responses’ mean value but also their
variability.
Health intervention recommendations suggest whether to use one
option or another in some population
(for example, diabetics). Similarly, in
software engineering, you are considering whether a team should use one
or another solution or technique to
www.computer.org/computingedge

address a given requirement. The
attributes you use to perform the
comparisons (bleeding, in our former
example) are the time to implement
the software solution, the amount of
training required, and so on.
Different perceptions of the outcomes’ meanings among stakeholders can lead to serious problems in
both healthcare and software engineering. The understanding of terms
such as “performance” or “complexity” might vary greatly among
team members.5 To address this
issue, GRADEpro introduces a
marker states database—a catalog of definitions of such terms. For
any given project, the stakeholders
(patients, physicians, policy makers, and so on) collaboratively refine
the definitions to create a common
understanding of what, for instance,
“severe pain” means in the given
context. We can view this activity
as a software-supported, formalized process for creating the Business Glossary artifact in the Rational Unified Process or the ubiquitous
language that domain-driven design,
for example, calls for.10

A Guideline Isn’t a Cookbook
A common misconception is that
EBM uses evidence to formulate
“cookbooks” for clinicians to use
verbatim. On the contrary, it is all
about “integrating individual clinical expertise and the best external evidence.”1 Combining the two
knowledge sources is by far the most
difficult part of the process.
The growing availability of experimental data in software engineering might lead to neglecting the value
of professional judgment. However,
assessing a study finding’s applicability to an individual patient (or software system) requires years of training and experience. To make these

judgments reusable in different contexts, GRADEpro breaks decision
making into discrete steps (such as the
assessment of problem priority, the
desirable and undesirable anticipated
effects, and the cost-effectiveness) for
which choices and justifications are
recorded.
In our own case, GRADEpro
GDT was to be browser-based, to not
only make it cross-platform but also
allow its use in contexts in which
installation is not possible (for example, virtualized, thin workstations in
some IT environments). At the same
time, it had to work offline, to operate, for instance, on airplanes or in
areas with weak Internet connectivity (it’s used in 150 countries). It
also had to support group work and
data sharing between users, preferably in nearly real-time, Google Doclike fashion. Moreover, a full history
of each record had to be kept for
transparency of the process. Because
some of the stakeholder organizations require full control over their
data, we also planned on-premises
installations, with the possibility of
securely exchanging data with the
central server.
All these requirements translate to effects we try to predict for
every proposed solution: What will
be the resulting difficulty of onpremises deployments? What about
this functionality’s delivery time?
Clearly, different stakeholders faced
with such tradeoffs will have different values and preferences (to use
GRADEpro language). For health
guidelines, meticulous recording of
these choices enables adaptation to
different clinical contexts (such as
populations with the distinct prevalence of a condition or health systems with limited resources). Leveraging similar, structured formats of
documenting design decisions might
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lead to greater reusability of architectures (beyond design patterns),
internally in the organizations and
across entities.
The resulting balance of effects
depends on both the aforementioned values and the magnitudes
of individual effects (for example,
increased complexity). Our stakeholders emphasized having a browserbased but offline-first application. We
determined that the complexity of
dealing with online or offline states
in the classic request–response cycle
would be unbearable in the long term.
We aimed for a solution that maximizes simplicity in this regard at the
expense of other areas. For example, we knew that some options with
this characteristic would increase the
operational burden in the on-premises
deployment scenario owing to the use
of uncommon server software and
need for precise tuning. However, our
evaluation showed that employing IT
automation tools (such as Chef) can
keep the burden manageable.
So, the most important decision
probably was to move the database to the browser and write the
(thick) client app with the assumption that all the data is always available locally. Of course, some features cannot work fully offline—for
example, sharing a project with
other users or sending a message
requires an Internet connection—
but they can be scheduled while
offline. This in turn meant that
any server-side processing must be
message-driven because we cannot guarantee that the client will
be able to reach an API endpoint.
We coined the term “worker” for
microservices that listen for changes
in the data and perform operations synchronously on the central
database.
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Although our experience shows
that this choice kept the synchronization mechanism’s complexity
at bay, someone might argue that
the resulting architecture is unfamiliar (simple, but not easy 11).
For example, all the effects caused
by the workers must be idempotent to guarantee both failure tolerance and correct concurrency
control. Compared to the request–
response style, this resulted in more
time needed to design new functionalities and more effort on code
reviews and training.
The tool must support old versions
of the business logic—the creation of
medical guidelines often spans years,
and a consistent version of the process is necessary. The requirement
to support legacy documents and
be able to render and edit them
using the previous version of the
business logic was easier to satisfy using semistructured data. Our
investigation of document-oriented
databases showed that Apache
CouchDB (couchdb.apache.org) has
a robust, easy-to-implement replication mechanism that is up to the task
of moving the data between the server
and client.
The rationale behind this choice
highlights another aspect we had to
take into account when considering external evidence: How different from our problem was the problem the authors of that evidence had
solved? No experimental studies
existed on using document-oriented
databases, but EBM calls for using
the best available evidence—in our
case, blog posts describing unsuccessful projects.12,13 We faced the
publication bias—people are more
likely to investigate and publish
“noteworthy” (in this case, negative)
conclusions.
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Document stores are hardly a
golden hammer, but there is a specific domain of problems (for example, reads are far more frequent
than writes) in which this approach
really shines. At the time, NoSQL
(not only SQL) solutions were gaining popularity mainly on the basis
of ease of scaling. Every rose has its
thorns; here, data redundancy was
probably the biggest one.
Luckily, the initial engineering
team (two developers) had previously
helped develop an art collection management system based on a homegrown document-oriented database.
From this work, we were familiar
with the downsides of this approach
and were on the lookout for the potential traps. This brings us to another
source of indirectness: How did the
people in the previous studies differ from our team? Perhaps the techniques were evaluated on developers
with little previous experience?14

T

o borrow another healthcare term, we need to
emphasize ease of diagnosis more in our systems. In particular, even today, the browser is
still a hostile environment to work
in. Even if standards compliance
has greatly improved (although it
is still far from perfect), the number of extensions (and sometimes
malware) that interfere with our
code results in cryptic errors. So,
including high-quality client-side
error reporting from the start (using
Sentry; getsentry.com) has been
extremely valuable. However, this
advice applies to all areas of development. For example, it is relatively
inexpensive to evaluate stack trace
readability when you are selecting a
web framework.
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It is also important to estimate
your choices’ cost-effectiveness (and
your certainty in this regard), instead
of just the upfront cost. For example, you need to consider the cost
of open source.15 In the case of the
core libraries, the team must either
accumulate knowledge at the nearcontributor level or be able to hire
contributors. The rate of change in
some projects might be overwhelming, forcing you to stick to an old,
unsupported version. So, it’s beneficial to monitor the libraries’ footprint and at least skim through the
source code to evaluate how difficult that code would be to fix if
bugs occurred (this is, in the end,
open source’s great advantage).
Otherwise, the changes in the
transitive dependencies can have a
snowball effect. We have observed
increased awareness of these problems among the JavaScript community, whose members have recently
started to praise libraries with few
dependencies.
When balancing all these factors, we must not forget about
development’s social aspects. To
paraphrase the Agile Manifesto’s
first principle, we need to value developers over frameworks. Forming
a strong, versatile team with diverse experience and a skillset that
matches the requirements is crucial
for any project’s success. Promoting
technology-agnostic architectures
such as microservices increases developers’ freedom of choice, leading to increased acceptability of the
solution.
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Graph Structure Learning
from Unlabeled Data for
Early Outbreak Detection
Sriram Somanchi, University of Notre Dame
Daniel B. Neill, Carnegie Mellon University

E

vent detection in massive datasets has applications to multiple domains, such as informa-

tion diffusion or detecting disease outbreaks. In
many of these domains, the data has an underlying

graph or network structure: for example, an outbreak might spread via person-to-person contact.
In the typical, graph-based event detection problem, we are given a graph structure G = (V, E)
and a time series of observed counts for each
graph node vi , and must detect connected subgraphs in which the recently observed counts are
significantly higher than expected. Assuming that
the graph structure is known, we can use various
graph-based event detection methods to detect
anomalous subgraphs.1–3 A standard approach is
to ma x im ize a log-likelihood ratio statistic
F (S) = log Pr Data H1 ( S ) Pr Data H0
over connected subgraphs S. For example, we can compute the expectation-based Poisson scan statistic,4
which assumes Poisson-distributed case counts and
a uniform multiplicative increase over the affected
subgraph, as F ( S ) = (C log (C B) + B − C ) 1{C > B} , in
which the observed and expected counts are aggregated over subgraph S and denoted as C and
B, respectively. Maximizing F(S) over connected
subgraphs is computationally challenging, but
the GraphScan algorithm 3 can optimize F(S) efficiently and exactly, scaling to graphs an order of
magnitude larger than the previously proposed
FlexScan approach 2 while outperforming heuristic
approaches such as upper-level sets.1
In many cases, however, the network structure
is unknown. For example, the spread of disease
may be influenced by latent commuting patterns.
Assuming an incorrect graph structure can result
in less timely and less accurate event detection,

( (
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because the affected area may be disconnected and
therefore may not be identified as an anomalous
subgraph. In such cases, learning the correct graph
structure has the potential to dramatically improve
detection performance. Thus, our goal is to learn a
graph structure that minimizes detection time and
maximizes accuracy when used as an input for
event detection.
Several recent methods learn an underlying graph
structure using labeled training data.5–7 However,
in many cases, labeled data is unavailable: for
example, public health officials might be aware
that an outbreak has occurred but might not know
precisely which areas were affected and when.
Hence, we focus on learning graph structure from
unlabeled data, in which the affected subset of
nodes for each training example is not given, and
we observe only the observed and expected counts
at each node.

Graph Learning Framework
Our framework for graph learning takes as input
a set of training examples {D1, …, DJ} assumed to
be independently drawn from some distribution D.
Each example Dj represents a different snapshot of
the data when an event is assumed to be occurring
in some subset of nodes that are connected in the
true (unknown) underlying graph structure GT. For
each example Dj, we are given the observed count
xi and expected count μi for each graph node vi, i =
1 … N. We assume that each training example Dj
has an unobserved set of affected nodes STj that is a
connected subgraph of GT. Unaffected nodes vi ∉ STj
are assumed to have counts xi drawn from some
distribution with mean μi, whereas affected nodes
T
vi ∈ S j are assumed to have higher counts. Given
these training examples, we have three main goals:
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• Accurately estimate the true underlying
graph structure GT.
• Given a separate set of test examples
{D1, …, DJ} drawn from D, identify
the affected subgraphs STj . Accuracy
of detection is measured by the
average overlap coefficient between
the true and identified subgraphs.
• Distinguish test examples drawn from
D from examples with no affected
subgraph (STj = φ). Detection power is
measured by the true positive rate for
a fixed false-positive rate.
A key insight of our graph learning
framework is to evaluate the quality of
each graph structure Gm, with m edges,
by comparing the most anomalous
subsets detected with and without the
graph constraints. For a given training
example Dj, we can use the fast subset scan8 to identify the highest-scoring
unconstrained subset S*j = arg max F ( S ) ,
S ⊆V
with score Fj = F(S*j ). This can be
done efficiently (in linear rather than
exponential time) because expectation-based scan statistics satisfy the
linear-time subset scanning property.8
We can use GraphScan to compute
the highest-scoring connected subgraph
*

Smj =

arg max

S ⊆V :S connected in Gm

F (S),

examples to have high power to detect
future events drawn from the same
underlying distribution. However, any
graph with a large number of edges
will also score close to the maximum
unconstrained score. For example,
if graph Gm is the complete graph
on N nodes, then Fnorm (Gm ) =1. Such
underconstrained graphs result in
reduced detection power. Thus, we
wish to optimize the tradeoff between
a higher mean normalized score and a
lower number of edges m. Our solution
is to compare the mean normalized
score of each graph structure Gm to
the distribution of mean normalized
scores for random graphs with the
same number of edges m and choose
the graph with the most significant
score given this distribution.9

To avoid removing
potentially important
edges, we use correlation to
break ties.

with score F mj =

F(S*mj ). We then compute the mean
normalized score Fnorm (Gm ) = (1 J )
Σ j =1, ..., J (Fmj Fj) averaged over all J training examples as a measure of graph
quality.
Intuitively, if a given graph Gm is
similar to G T, then the maximum
connected subgraph score Fmj will be
close to the maximum unconstrained
subset score F j for many training
examples, and Fnorm (Gm ) will be close
to 1. On the other hand, if graph Gm
is missing essential connections, we
expect the values of Fmj to be much
lower than the corresponding Fj, and
Fnorm (Gm ) will be much lower than 1.
Additionally, we would expect a graph
Gm with high scores Fmj on the training
march/april 2017
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Learning Graph Structure
Algorithm
Considering the mean normalized
score Fnorm (Gm ) = (1 J ) Σ j =1, ..., J Fmj Fj
as a measure of graph quality, we can
search for the graph Gm with the highest
mean normalized score. However, it is
computationally infeasible to search
V V −1) 2
exhaustively over all 2 (
graphs. Even computing the mean
normalized score of a single graph Gm
could require a substantial amount of
computation time, because it requires
calling a graph-based event detection
method such as GraphScan to find the
highest-scoring connected subgraph
for each training example Dj. We refer
to this call as BestSubgraph(Gm, Dj)

(

www.computer.org/intelligent

)

for a given graph structure Gm and
training example Dj. Here, we instantiate BestSubgraph using the GraphScan
algorithm3 (for a comparison of other
alternatives, see our previous work9).
Thus, we propose Learning Graph
Structure (LGS), a greedy framework for
efficiently learning graph structure. LGS
starts with the complete graph on N nodes
and sequentially removes edges until no
edges remain (see Figure 1). For each
graph Gm, we produce graph Gm–1 by
considering all m possible edge removals
and choosing the one that maximizes
the mean normalized score, which we
refer to as BestEdge(Gm, D). Once we
have obtained the sequence of graphs
G0, …, GM, we can then use randomization testing to choose the most
significant graph Gm, as described earlier.
The idea is to remove unnecessary edges
while preserving essential connections
that keep the maximum connected
subgraph score close to the maximum
unconstrained subset score for many
training examples.
However, a naive implementation
of greedy search would require
O(N4) calls to BestSubgraph, because
O(N 2) graph structures Gm–1 would
be evaluated for each graph Gm to
choose the next edge for removal.
Even a sequence of random edge
removals would require O(N 2) calls
to BestSubgraph to evaluate each
graph G 0, …, GM . As described in
our previous work,9 our efficient
graph learning framework improves
on both of these bounds, performing
exact or approximate greedy search
with O(N3) or O(N log N) calls to
BestSubgraph, respectively. The key
insight is that, for a given graph Gm and
example Dj, only O(N) of the O(N2)
candidate edge removals disconnects
the highest-scoring subgraph S*j . For the
*
remaining edges, we know S*m −1, j = Smj
and do not need to call BestSubgraph.
To implement BestEdge(Gm, D), we
note that greedily choosing the edge that
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1. Compute correlation ρik between each pair of nodes vi and vk, i ≠ k, to be used in step 5.
2. Compute the highest-scoring unconstrained subset Sj* and its score Fj for each example Dj using
the fast subset scan.8
N(N–1) , let G be the complete graph on N nodes. Set S* = S * and F
3. For m =
m
mj
j
mj = Fj for all
2
training examples Dj, and set Fnorm (Gm) = 1.
4. while number of remaining edges m > 0 do
5.

Choose edge eik = BestEdge (Gm, D), and set Gm–1 = Gm with eik removed.

6.

for each training example Dj do

7.

Fm–1,j =

*
If removing edge eik disconnects subgraph S*mj, then set Sm−1,j
= BestSubgraph (Gm–1, Dj) and

F(S*m−1, j).

* , = S* and F
Otherwise, set Sm−1
j
mj
m–1,j = Fmj.

end for
Compute Fnorm (Gm) = 1 ∑j
J
10. end while

8.

9.

= 1...,J

Fm –1,j
.
Fj

11. Repeat steps 3 through 10 for R randomly generated sequence of edge removals to find the most
significant graph Gm.
Figure 1. The Learning Graph Structure (LGS) framework.

maximizes the mean normalized score
for each graph Gm could still be prohibitively expensive. Thus, we consider
a faster (but approximate) “pseudogreedy” approach that uses the fact that
Fm–1,j = Fmj if removing edge eik does not
disconnect subgraph S*mj , and Fm–1,j < Fmj
otherwise. Thus, we count the number
of subgraphs S*mj , for j = 1, …, J, which
would be disconnected by removing
each possible edge eik from graph Gm,
and we choose the eik that disconnects
the fewest subgraphs. The resulting
graph Gm–1 is expected to have a mean
normalized score Fnorm (Gm −1 ), which
is close to Fnorm (Gm ) , since Fm–1,j = Fmj
for many subgraphs, but this approach
does not guarantee that the graph Gm–1
with highest mean normalized score will
be found. However, because we choose
the edge eik for which the fewest subgraphs S*mj are disconnected, and only
need to call BestSubgraph for those examples Dj where removing eik disconnects S*mj , we are choosing the edge eik
that requires the fewest calls to BestSubgraph for each graph Gm. This results in only O(N log N) calls to BestSubgraph instead of O(N3) for the exact
greedy method.9 To avoid removing potentially important edges, we use correlation to break ties: if two edge removals
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eik disconnect the same number of subgraphs, the edge with the lower correlation is removed. The intuition is that if
two nodes are connected by an edge in
the latent graph, then we expect both
nodes to be simultaneously affected or
unaffected by an event.

Experimental Setup
Our experiments focus on detection of
simulated disease outbreaks injected
into real-world Emergency Department
(ED) data from 10 hospitals in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania.9 The dataset consists of the number of ED admissions with respiratory symptoms for
each of the N = 97 ZIP codes for each
day from 1 January 2004 to 31 December 2005. Our simulations assume
that the disease outbreak starts at a
center location (chosen uniformly at
random) and spreads over some underlying graph structure, increasing in
size and severity over time. Outbreaks
were assumed to be 14 days in length,
and we assume that an affected node
remains affected through the outbreak
duration. Our previous work provides
a detailed description of the outbreak
simulation.9
We considered simulated outbreaks
that spread from a given ZIP code
www.computer.org/intelligent

ComputingEdge

to spatially adjacent ZIP codes, as is
commonly assumed in the literature.
Thus, we formed the adjacency graph
for the 97 Allegheny County ZIP codes,
in which two nodes are connected by
an edge if the corresponding ZIP codes
share a boundary. We performed two
sets of experiments: for the first set, we
generated simulated injects using the
adjacency graph, whereas for the second
set, we added additional edges between
randomly chosen nodes to simulate
travel patterns. As noted earlier, a
contagious disease outbreak might be
likely to propagate from one location to
another that is not spatially adjacent,
based on individuals’ daily travel.
We hypothesize that inferring these
additional edges will lead to improved
detection performance. For each set
of experiments, we produced J = 200
training injects and an additional 200 test
injects drawn from the same distribution.
We compared the performance of our
learned graphs with that of the learned
graphs from the MultiTree algorithm,7
which was shown to outperform
previously proposed graph structure
learning algorithms such as NetInf5 and
ConNIe.6 We used the publicly available
implementation of the algorithm, and
we assumed that MultiTree is given
iEEE iNTElliGENT SYSTEmS
April 2018
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Detection performance is often
improved by including a proximity
constraint, 3 in which we perform
separate searches over the local
neighborhood of each of the N graph
nodes, which comprises that node and
its k – 1 nearest neighbors, and report the highest-scoring connected
subgraph over all neighborhoods. We
evaluate how performance varies as a
function of neighborhood size, considering all k = 5, 10, …, 45.

Experimental Results
We first evaluated the detection time
and spatial accuracy of GraphScan,
march/april 2017
www.computer.org/computingedge
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Figure 2. Comparison of detection performance of the true and learned graphs
for injects based on ZIP code adjacency. The graphs learned by LGS achieved more
timely detection than the true graph while maintaining a comparable spatial
overlap coefficient.
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the true labels of the affected subset of
nodes for each training example. For
each competing method, once a graph
structure was learned, we used the
GraphScan algorithm (assuming the
given graph structure) to identify the
highest-scoring connected subgraph S
and its likelihood ratio score F(S) for
each day of each simulated inject, and
for each day of the original ED data
with no cases injected.
We evaluated detection performance
using two metrics: average time to
detection (assuming a false-positive
rate of 1 p er mont h , t y pic a l ly
considered acceptable by public
health), and spatial accuracy (overlap
between true and detected clusters). To
compute detection time, we first compute the score threshold Fthresh for detection at 1 false positive per month.
This corresponds to the 96.7th percentile of the daily scores from the
original ED data. Then, for each simulated inject, we compute the first
outbreak day d with F(S) > Fthresh and
average the time to detection over all
200 test injects. To evaluate spatial accuracy, we compute the average overlap coefficient between the detected
subset of nodes S* and the true affected
subset ST at the midpoint (day 7) of the
outbreak, where overlap is defined as
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Figure 3. Comparison of detection performance of the true, learned, and adjacency
graphs for injects based on adjacency with simulated travel patterns. The graphs
learned by LGS achieved more timely detection than the true graph or assuming an
incorrect graph (the adjacency graph in this case) while maintaining a comparable
spatial overlap coefficient.

using the graphs learned by LGS and
MultiTree, for simulated injects that
spread based on the adjacency graph,
as shown in Figure 2. The figure
also shows GraphScan’s performance given the true ZIP code adjacency graph. The graphs learned
by LGS had a better spatial overlap
coefficient and more timely detection as compared to graphs learned
by MultiTree. Surprisingly, all of the
learned graphs achieved more timely
detection than the true graph: for the
optimal neighborhood size of k =
www.computer.org/intelligent

30, LGS detected an average of 1.4
days faster than the true graph.
This could be because the learned
graphs, in addition to recovering
most of the edges of the adjacency
graph, also included additional
edges to nearby but not spatially adjacent nodes (for example, neighbors
of neighbors). These extra edges
provided added flexibility and improved detection time when some
nodes were more strongly affected
than others, enabling the strongly
affected nodes to be detected earlier
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in the outbreak, before the entire affected subgraph was identified.
Next, we compared detection time
and spatial accuracy using the graphs
learned by LGS and MultiTree for
simulated injects that spread based on
the ZIP code adjacency graph, with
additional random edges added to
simulate travel patterns (see Figure 3).
This figure also shows the detection
performance given the true (adjacency
plus travel) graph and the adjacency
graph without travel patterns. Again,
LGS has a better spatial overlap
coefficient as compared to the original
adjacency graph and MultiTree. Our
learned graphs can detect outbreaks 0.8,
1.2, and 1.7 days earlier than MultiTree,
the true graph, and the adjacency graph
without travel patterns, respectively.
This demonstrates that our methods can
successfully learn the additional edges
due to travel patterns, substantially
improving detection performance.

edges, and learning dynamic graphs
where the edge structure can change
over time. Our current approach does
not rely on temporal information, using only the observed and expected
counts at each node to compute correlations and to identify the highest
scoring connected subgraph for each
combination of graph structure and
training example. To learn directed
edges within our general structure
learning framework, we plan to incorporate this temporal information by
considering cross-correlations between
each pair of nodes and by incorporating a new variant of GraphScan10 that
can detect dynamic patterns on graphs
while enforcing constraints on temporal consistency.

A s our associated technical report
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Social Media Won’t Free Us
Daniel Gayo-Avello • University of Oviedo, Spain

A

fter losing the presidential elections in Iran
in 2009, candidate Mir-Hossein Mousavi
and his supporters claimed electoral fraud
and confronted the regime forces in bloody
clashes. In January 2011, president Zine El Abidine Ben Ali (in office since 1987) fled Tunisia
after massive demonstrations spread through the
country. After that, a number of Arab countries
experienced their own demonstrations, seeking
political change. The Arab Spring was born.
All of these events captured the attention and
imagination of Westerners, not because of the
prospect of democracy arising in those countries, but because of the presumed role played
by Western-made technologies — namely, social
media platforms.
According to journalists, Iran experienced a
“Twitter revolution,” while Egypt’s was a “Facebook revolution.” We were told that social media
was crucial for dissenters to organize themselves, plan their actions, and publicize their
agendas both in their own countries and abroad.
The hype reached such a point that Twitter was
asked to delay a scheduled outage to allow the
protest in Iran go on undisturbed, and some officials even suggested that its founders deserved
the Nobel Peace Prize.
Those glossy portrayals unfortunately were
wrong: the Arab Spring was as much a social
media revolution as the Mexican Revolution was
a Leica (a brand of camera) revolution.1 Certainly,
social media played a role but only for a minority
of protesters and, to be honest, it turned out quite
badly for some of them — at least in Iran.

Power and Paranoia

The truth is that during the protests in Iran,
only about 20,000 people (from a population of
70 million) were using Twitter, and they were
98
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far from being representative of Iranians as a
whole, nor even of the opposition forces. Similar arguments can be applied to Egypt, where
social media activists that Western media
labeled spokespersons have been accused of not
only being detached from most protesters but
even from the uprising’s real action and violence.2
On top of that, for an authoritarian regime
being confronted by some of its people, it doesn’t
matter whether social media plays a role. It’s
enough for relevant state actors to claim or
assert that use of such technology leads to security risks, so that any user might be viewed as a
potential dissenter — or even a spy.
Indeed, the viewpoint from Western media
and governments about Twitter usage in Iran
backfired on Iranian Twitter users. To start
with, access to the service was blocked by
local ISPs; moreover, all of the information
about those dissenters was readily available for
authorities to collect — pictures, videos, texts,
and connections to other activists on the same
social networking site. What’s more, regime
sympathizers were not only using social media
to spread proregime information to demobilize
dissenters, but also crowdsourcing the identification of protesters appearing in the collected
pictures.
Actually, claiming that social media is able
to overthrow authoritarian regimes only makes
those regimes more authoritarian and paranoid.
For instance, in Egypt, which experienced the
uprisings a year and a half after the Iranian
Green Movement and shortly after the Tunisian
revolution, Twitter and Facebook were blocked
almost immediately after the first demonstrations, and the whole Internet was eventually
shutdown for almost a week.
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Still, the Egyptian shutdown
wasn’t the only one nor the longest;
before that there was another case
in China. After ethnic riots in July
2009 in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, the Internet was shut
down for 10 months, and, needless to
say, webmasters and bloggers were
imprisoned.
However, shutting down all Internet access has negative outcomes for
the regime performing it and for
the country’s economy. That’s why
such an approach is seldom used.
It’s much more common to degrade
the service — for instance, limiting
uploading videos or streaming platforms for broadcasting — or to block
particular platforms such as social
networking sites.

Under Pressure

At this point, it must be noted that
all of these authoritarian behaviors
toward the Internet and social media
require the collaboration of private
companies, many of them headquartered in democratic countries. This
collaboration always takes place on
the grounds of legality — that is, the
laws from the authoritarian regime —
and, hence, companies claim they’re
forced to comply. That, however,
is false: foreign companies could
choose not to enter a given market
and those who do it are choosing
profit over principles.
To their credit, the most popular social media platforms such as
Facebook or Twitter are blocked in
China and Iran, so we can assume
they haven’t yielded to those governments’ demands. Still, they aren’t
free of governmental pressures and
blocks, even in nonauthoritarian
countries.
Indeed, the most worrisome
aspect of social media platforms
isn’t the behavior of their owners
when confronted with authoritarian governments, but when facing
demands from presumed democratic
governments.
JULY/AUGUST 2017
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This is crucial, because whether
we like it or not, most liberal democracies are slowly drifting to a flawed
status in a post-democracy scenario.3
Under such a scenario, social media
in particular and virtual realms in
general will be much more strongly
controlled — mainly based on the
claim of fighting terrorism. At the
same time, these platforms will play
an increasingly important role during election campaigns.

Flawed and Post-Democratic
Scenarios

Hence, before proceeding any further
I must briefly discuss the features of
flawed and post-democratic scenarios, even at the risk of simplifying
them a bit. In both cases, elections
are free and fair and thus governments are changed by the people;
still, political culture and participation are poor. According to the postdemocracy theory, such a situation
exists mainly because people have
little voice in actual politics, which
are slanted to the advantage of elites
and corporations. Most participation
focuses on elections, which have become a controlled spectacle aimed at
persuading people to vote for one or
another candidate on the basis of issues that lobbyists or special interest groups (most of them powered by
corporations) have carefully selected. Another feature of this scenario
is the rise of nonmainstream parties and movements, which at some
points use unconventional, even
contentious, approaches to political
participation and rely heavily on social media.
Under such circumstances, social
media owners are confronted with
two main dilemmas: First, most of
the time their platforms provide a
realm for political participation,
going from the conventional to the
extreme, and are thus used to spread
political material that sometimes
will be contentious — including some
that could be considered extremist

or even terrorist. Second, during
electoral campaigns, social media
is used as a “weapon of mass persuasion”4 where politicians attempt
to “seem authentic” but can become
victims of as well as instigate smear
campaigns.
In both cases social media, and
thus its owners, will be deemed responsible for allowing the spread
of extremist or terrorist material;
spreading biased views, even fake
news; polarizing people and isolating them in echo chambers; and
powering social bots that unfairly
tilt electoral outcomes. Because
these platform owners are deemed
responsible, they will be pressured to
take some kind of action by both the
population and the authorities.
When faced with the spread
of extremist or terrorist material,
social media companies might be
forced to identify some users, filter
content, or block accounts. However, depending on the definition of
terrorism, such measures could be
considered as attacks on free speech
but implemented under the guise of
national security.5,6 If you think that
such menaces just occur in Russia
or Turkey — each of them a flawed
democracy on the brink of authoritarianism — you should think twice,
because they’re being implemented
or are under consideration in presumed liberal countries.
For instance, South Korea passed
a real name verification law in 2007,
which was enforced for five years
before being declared unconstitutional; such a law was actually
encouraging self-censorship. The UK
has proposed banning individuals
from broadcasting content, including
social media, on the basis of the socalled Extremist Disruption Orders.
In France, using social media is an
aggravating circumstance when facing charges of terrorism, and the
mere action of consulting online
information labeled as terrorist is a
terrorist act; moreover, authorities
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might ask providers to block access
to sites hosting such content.
In my own country — Spain — the
criminal code was modified in such
a way that any pressure on public
authorities, including through social
media, can be considered a form of
terrorism. Indeed, the simple action
of “making a statement on social
media that could be ‘perceived’ as
inciting others to commit violent
attacks will be outlawed, even if
the statement cannot be directly
linked to an act of violence.”7 Actually, at the moment of this writing
a 21-year-old Spanish woman has
received a one-year suspended jail
sentence for being accused of glorifying terrorism due to two jokes
made on Twitter.8
Thus, we find in presumed democratic countries laws and measures
that discourage users from expressing unconventional and contentious political ideas for fear of being
accused of extremism or terrorism,
but allow authorities to block sites or
content. At the same time that contentious ideas are increasingly risky
for users to post on social media, the
role that social media plays during
electoral campaigns is becoming
more prominent.
Purportedly, social media can
help candidates spread their message, organize their campaign, raise
funds, boost grassroots support, persuade undecided voters, get feedback
from the electorate, engage with citizens in fruitful discussion, and get
a minor but still valuable boost in
votes.
The truth is that social media
is used by candidates mainly as a
broadcasting platform when spreading their message, often with the goal
of setting the mass media agenda;
feedback is seldom if ever incorporated into their manifests; and discussions with common citizens are
rare and carefully orchestrated. Still,
this isn’t a problem per se but just a
symptom of post-democracy, where
100
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electoral campaigns are a spectacle
that most citizens watch in a passive
attitude.
However, not every citizen is
passive when facing electoral campaigns, and some of these people
use social media as a megaphone
to vocalize their positions. The
problem is that those who are more
vocal and active tend to represent
the most extreme within each party,
and that’s a big problem. It’s problematic because moderate voices prefer to remain silent or are silenced
by those dominating the conversation. That, in turn, means that those
solely following the posts but not
posting themselves tend to believe
that the majority position is the most
extreme and vocal.
Because of this, we have a highly
polarized population that’s ripe for
misinformation, disinformation, and
propaganda. During the past five
years many researchers have raised
their voices to warn us about this
worrisome situation,9,10 but social
media owners have done little.
Research about the spreading of disinformation was targeted as a smear
campaign itself.11 However, after the
2016 presidential election in the US
and the purported role played by the
spreading of so-called fake news,
this research is grabbing much more
attention.
Social media companies claim
that they’re going to fight against
fake news. However, there’s a problem with this: while fact-checking a
piece of fake news is possible, albeit
not simple, for humans, it’s a daunting task for machines. Certainly a
machine-learning approach is feasible, but then the eventual system
would not be fact-checking news but
simply exercising the opinion bias
of those who trained the system.
In that case, the question is who’s
going to be the judge about what’s
true and what’s false? The private
owners of social media? If this is the
case, what’s the difference between

censorship outsourced in China to
service providers and liberal democracies asking for fake news filtering?
Indeed, the crux of the matter
is that any technology deployed to
filter and remove content can, and
likely would, be applied to content different from that originally
intended. Therefore, the requests to
filter hate speech, extremism, terrorism, and fake news arising in liberal
democracies might very well be used
against legitimate users and organizations expressing views differing
from those of the supporters of the
status quo.

S

ocial media might be a powerful
tool, but it can be used in many
adversarial ways: chasing dissenters, spreading disinformation, and
eventually silencing those with a
point of view different from the
dominating (not majority) opinion.
Moreover, asking private owners
of social media to detect and filter
problematic content is not only difficult but might very well backfire
against free speech. On top of that,
the current climate in liberal democracies isn’t the best for implementing such technologies, given both
the passivity of most citizens and
the eagerness of authorities to fight
extremist positions. I can’t offer a
solution, but what I’m sure about is
that social media won’t free us.
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I

t often seems that every
newly announced major data
breach sets a record for depth
and size of impact. Inter
net users—nearly everyone these
days—naturally wonder: Why is
this happening, and how much
worse can it get? In the inaugural
article for this column, published
in January 2009, we reviewed
trends in vulnerabilities for the
previous eight years.1 Our goal,
then as well as now, is to improve
the understanding of cyberse
curity vulnerabilities so that we
can prevent them. One Moore’s
law generation later, we followed
that article with another review
of trends, finding some encourag
ing results.2 Here, we review some
of those earlier findings, discuss
what has happened since then,
and highlight prospects for the
near future.

Early Analyses
Our data source is the US Natio
nal Vulnerability Database (NVD;
nvd.nist.gov), which has col
lected nearly all publicly reported
46
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vulnerabilities since 1997 using
the Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) dictionary. The
NVD was developed and is run
by NIST, with support from the
US Department of Homeland Se
curity’s National Cyber Security
Division. As of 2017, the NVD
included more than 85,000 vul
nerabilities, and the collection is
expanded daily. With two decades
of data, the NVD is an invaluable
resource for security analysts.
One of the primary observa
tions from the January 2009 anal
ysis was that the total number of
vulnerabilities per year had begun
to decline, from a peak of nearly
7,000 in 2006 to about 5,500 in
2008. It appeared that developers
and security administrators had
begun taking security seriously,
including it as a key component
in development, and staying up
todate on mitigation techniques.
Code flaws that were widely used
in system exploits in the 1980s and
1990s, such as format string vul
nerabilities and race conditions,
were appearing in only a dozen

or two cases each year, account
ing for less than 1 percent each of
the vulnerabilities in thousands of
applications. Better development
methods and tools had begun to
make a difference.
But the 2009 analysis also
revealed a trend that we see
repeatedly in all aspects of security—
new IT produces new challenges
to secure it. During the previous
decade, ecommerce and other
webbased services proliferated,
producing new challenges for
protection and new opportuni
ties for attackers. While buffer
overflows and misconfigurations
had long been the main sources
of weakness in systems defenses,
SQL injections and crosssite
scripting were respectively the
number one and number two vul
nerability types in 2008 (Figure 1).
(Note that the analysis is limited
to the distribution of primary
vulnerability categories; another
10 to 15 percent each year are
classed as either “other” or “insuf
ficient information.”) As we will
see later in this article, the trends
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Recent Trends
More recently, we revisited the re
view of NVD data through 20163
and found that medium to high
severity vulnerabilities had de
clined slightly, from 96 percent in
www.computer.org/computingedge
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for these two vulnerability types
illustrate an important lesson for
managing cybersecurity.
A followon review added data
from 2009 to 2010,2 providing
more indepth analysis and show
ing that vulnerabilities continued
to decline as they had since 2006.
Among the interesting findings
from this analysis was that the
average difficulty of exploitation
began to change in 2006. Prior to
this time, nearly all vulnerabilities
had been easy to exploit, but after
this time, the access complexity of
about half of the vulnerabilities
was either medium or high. This
finding suggests that defensive
measures in code and system ad
ministration were being success
fully employed.
Among the negative findings in
that study, it was found that the
proportion of high, medium,
and lowseverity vulnerabili
ties had changed little over the
period from 2001 to 2010. That
is, serious errors were roughly
as common in 2010 as they had
been a decade earlier (Figure 2).
Additionally, buffer errors were
still one of the major sources of
system vulnerabilities, and we re
ported on a separate analysis that
found that roughly 93 percent of
these involved only a single con
dition (typically, failure to check
array bounds; a few buffer errors
required that two or more con
ditions be true to exploit). We
pointed out that even the most
basic of secure programming
practices, such as ensuring
checks of all input string length,
could eliminate a large propor
tion of these problems.

Figure 1. Major National Vulnerability Database classes from 2008.
Web-related vulnerabilities were common during this time.
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Figure 2. Vulnerabilities by severity. Vulnerabilities declined from 2006
to 2010, but about 96 percent were of medium to high severity.

2008 to about 90 percent for 2016
(Figure 3).
This review also included an
additional type of analysis. Not all
securitycritical errors in software
are specifically related to security.
For example, buffer overflow er
rors usually result from failing to
check that input is the appropriate
size for internal storage—a check
that should always be done—and
could result in ordinary failures
that are not necessarily security
relevant. How prevalent are or
dinary coding errors like these

among the vulnerabilities cata
loged in the NVD?
To address this question, we can
distinguish at least three types of
errors: administrative and config
uration errors, fundamental de
signrelated errors, and ordinary
coding or implementationrelated
errors:
• Configuration vulnerabilities
result from bad configuration
files or other administrative er
rors. One example is missing
password checks. Information

computer.org/ITPro
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Figure 3. Vulnerability severity trends from 2008 to 2016. Medium to
high-severity vulnerabilities declined slightly in this time span.
Table 1. National Vulnerability Database categories.*
CWE-ID

Description

Type

Trend

CWE-16

Configuration

C

↓

CWE-20

Input validation

I

↑

CWE-22

Path traversal

I

↓

CWE-59

Link following

I



CWE-78

OS command injections

I

↑

CWE-79

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

I



CWE-89

SQL injection

I

↓

CWE-94

Code injection

I

↓

CWE-119

Buffer errors

I

↑

CWE-134

Format string vulnerability

I



CWE-189

Numeric errors

I

↓

CWE-200

Information leak/disclosure

C

↑

CWE-255

Credentials management

D

↑

CWE-264

Permissions, privileges, access

D

↑

CWE-287

Authentication issues

D



CWE-310

Cryptographic issues

D

↑

CWE-352

Cross-site request forgery

I



CWE-362

Race conditions

I

↑

CWE-399

Resource management errors

I

↓

*C  configuration, D  design, I  implementation

leaks also frequently result from
failing to set up controls or ap
ply updates.
• Designrelated vulnerabilities
originate in the planning and
design of the system, and in
clude selecting an outdated or
weak cryptographic algorithm.
• Implementation vulnerabilities
are errors in code, such as the
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buffer overflow example men
tioned previously. Crosssite
scripting is less obvious, but
generally results from missing
or inadequate input validation,
and other forms of input valida
tion failures are common.
Table 1 designates configura
tion, design, and implementation

errors as C, D, and I, respectively.
Note that the table also indicates
whether the different vulnerability
types are increasing (↑), decreas
ing (↓), or approximately un
changed (). Some of the changes
have been significant. For exam
ple, information leak/disclosure
(CWE200) moved from the 9th
to the 3rd most common vulnera
bility. There are some conjectures
we could make about the increase
of CWE200:
• recent applications are getting
more and more complex, which
creates larger attack areas for in
formation leak/disclosure types
(CWE200) of vulnerabilities; or
• attackers have found more suc
cess looking for vulnerabilities
related to information leaks and
have been focusing more on ex
ploiting them over recent years.
Additional investigation would be
useful to discover the reasons for
this increase.

Vulnerabilities Resulting
from Implementation
Errors
As Figure 4 shows, implementa
tion errors are by far the major
source of vulnerabilities, account
ing for roughly twothirds of the
total. Note that the number of
vulnerabilities is related to the
number of applications released,
and new applications are released
constantly, so it is important to
consider the proportion rather
than the number of vulnerabil
ity types. However, note that the
total number of reports for the
CWE types in Table 1 (exclud
ing “other” and “insufficient in
formation”) was similar in these
years, declining about 10 percent
from 5,196 in 2008 to 4,722 in
2015. Note that three of the top
five vulnerabilities in the table
are implementationbased: buffer
April 2018
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s noted previously, SQL
injection
vulnerabilities
were the number one
most common type in 2008. By
2015, vulnerabilities of this type
had been dramatically reduced
(Figure 5). We believe better tools
and improved development prac
tices helped prevent this type of
implementation error and can do
so for the other types as well. For
example, buffer overflow and sim
ilar bufferrelated faults are now
the largest category of vulnerabili
ties, despite the wide availability
of tools to prevent them.7 As sug
gested in the title of this article, we
can reduce cybersecurity vulner
abilities using tools and methods
that are readily available but must
be applied.
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Figure 4. Vulnerability class trends from 2008 to 2016. Implementation
errors are the major source of vulnerabilities, accounting for roughly
two-thirds of the total.
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errors, crosssite scripting, and
input validation.
Remarkably, the proportion of
implementation vulnerabilities for
2008 to 2016 is close to the 64 per
cent reported for 1998 to 2003 in
another analysis.4 This is some
what surprising and discouraging,
given that these vulnerabilities
usually result from simple mis
takes that should be easy to pre
vent. However, this finding also
suggests the potential for relatively
lowcost improvements. Static
analysis tools can detect about 20
percent of CVEdefined errors,5
and formal code inspection has
been demonstrated to be highly ef
fective in error reduction.6 The key
point of this analysis is that a very
large proportion of security vul
nerabilities arise from basic cod
ing errors, which can be prevented
and detected with a comprehen
sive program of static analysis and
dynamic test methods.

Figure 5. Distribution of vulnerabilities in 2015. This distribution
changed significantly from 2008 to 2015.

imply recommendation by the US National
Institute of Standards and Technology or
the US government, nor that the products
identified are necessarily the best available
for the purpose.
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Hear the full podcast and find show links, notes, and an online discussion at
www.cigital.com/silverbullet.

Let’s start with your diverse and very
deep experience in multiple cultures. In your experience, do people
approach technology itself and the
management of technology differently in Europe versus the US?

W

afaa Mamilli is vice president, chief information
security officer (CISO) at Eli Lilly
and Company, a pharmaceutical
company, where she leads a
global enterprise-wide information
and product security organization.
Mamilli started her career consulting in Paris prior to joining Lilly
France in 1995. Before being
named CISO, she held several international leadership responsibilities across Lilly, including a stint as
information officer of the Diabetes
Division.
Mamilli embraces her international experience as she was born
and raised in Morocco, and lived
in France, the UK, and the Middle
East, before relocating to Indianapolis in 2008.
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Yeah they do. There are two dimensions. There is the risk aversion that
plays in some places more than
others. Entrepreneurial leapfrogging and leading the way I found
more prevalent in the US. But more
importantly, especially in the field
I’m in now, the definition of privacy
differs from one place to another.
Privacy is a right when you are
in Europe. People fought for it
over centuries, not just decades. In
Europe, a company’s information
might not be seen as company information if it belongs to a person.
In information security, we have
to take this into account and get to
the right [information] for the right
reasons for the business and, at the
same time, understand where people are coming from, wherever they
live or work.
You’ve been a CISO and vice president for 18 months, but you spent
22 years in a really distinguished
career moving up from program
management. How did you set and
recalibrate your career path?
Published by the IEEE Computer Society 
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My father used to tell us (and I
still tell my kids), “Learning is a
never-ending process,” and that
helps with agility. I didn’t know a
lot early on about what I wanted
to do with my career, but I knew
a few things. I knew I wanted to
be challenged, I knew I wanted to
keep learning, and I knew I wanted
breadth. I like the big picture, to
understand the connections, so
that’s how I navigated my career.
I’ve been in many first-time jobs
at Lilly. The first CISO at this level
at Lilly, first at my previous job
where I built our real-world evidence environment and hub for the
company; in Europe, the same. So I
spent time more focused on where I
could learn, where I could foster my
leadership capabilities. Because in
the end, those are transferable skills.
I also spent a lot of time making sure I really understood the
business. I understand how balance statements and profit and loss
[P&L] work. I understand how
the business leaders think. I get to
the depth of the business we’re in,
and it’s helped me throughout my
career, because every job is preparing me for a job I didn’t even know
existed.
How easy has it been to learn
“security”?

I really feel it’s been the steepest
learning curve of my life. I also had a
big sense of urgency because I didn’t
have time to learn. They appoint
you CISO, and you are the CISO.
You are immediately accountable.
Also, security is the first field in
my life where I really feel the ground
is shifting under our feet every day.
I’ve always worked on the discipline of strategy, translate strategy
to execution, execution, and then
iteration. Then you find speed and
agility. But this is a world where you
2469-7087/18/$33.00 © 2018 IEEE
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have to be very agile, because you’re
learning something new every day.
You know that road map you’re telling your organization to be focused
on executing—you might have to
trade a few things, because something has changed. It’s very, very fast
paced.
And, after all of that, the risk is
never zero.
When you set out to develop metrics in measuring security, what
did you learn? I know that your approach to business management
is very driven by metrics and measurement. What makes security different or the same?

Because of my previous jobs, I
wanted to make sure that, on the
metrics side, we’re making a distinction between operational metrics
and stuff that we (as information
security organizations, internally, at
different levels) use either to track
operations or to make decisions
versus what we’re going to show
to an executive team—where less
is more.
I do think that there is a propensity left over from the old days of
measuring stuff that doesn’t really
matter. It’s just a measurement; it
doesn’t tell you the why.

Exactly. We have to be careful;
sometimes you get a number, and if
you’re not clear on the why, you find
yourself in a rabbit hole of a conservation. You’ve got to focus on who
sees the numbers, and why they’re
seeing them, and what you’re trying to convey, and then ensure consistency of your story. Whatever
you are telling your audience, less
is more; give them the insights, not
just the information.
You already tipped your hand on
this, but do you expect to stay in security, or is this another rung in the
ladder up?

I don’t know. I love security, more
than I thought I would. I think
www.computer.org/computingedge
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about it as playing chess. I think of
it as a business risk management
job, and I’m loving that. I’m focusing on learning, building an organization that’s inspired, making a
difference not just at Lilly, but in
the community as well, giving back.
So we’ll see.
You’ve studied business management at Harvard and at the London
Business School. What was the most
valuable thing you learned in those
programs that you’re applying today
as CISO?

The biggest thing is how CEOs run
businesses. As a matter of fact, I
think all leaders in every company
need to understand how the CEO
runs the business. How do they
look at the P&L? How do they look
at the top line, bottom line? How do
they calculate those ratios that Wall
Street cares about, or not? When
I’m speaking to a senior executive
leader that I am selling something
to, or I’m explaining a risk, I can take
their lens, not because I’m an expert
in what they do, but because I
understand what they do. I’ve studied it, and I’ve applied it in different
jobs. You have to master finance if
you want to be a leader anywhere.
And I think of myself as a business
leader with information security
accountability.

I know already the answer to this
one, but do CISOs need more business school?

We all learn in different ways, but
you need the skills. If you don’t
understand accounting, if you’ve
never read your company’s annual
reports, you have to go do it. If
you’ve never listened to an investor
call (if your company is publically
traded), go listen to that. Because
then you’ll see what’s in the head of
the shareholders and the pressures
that your CEO is facing. Make sure
you understand outside-in: what
are the threats to your industry, and
what’s going on in your market?
Of course we have to understand
InfoSec, but unless you’re running a
security company, which I am not,
you have to understand the field.
So I need to understand pharma,
I need to understand healthcare, I
need to understand the US market,
the Asian markets, European markets, pricing pressures. And then
after that, I need to make sure that
I understand the information security field.
How did your work as information
officer of the Diabetes Division differ
from your work now as CISO?

It was very different, with a few
similarities. In my information
officer role, I had the privilege of
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running our digital diabetes program. It was a lot of innovation and
dream-thinking, and then of course
delivery and operations. But there
was a lot of ideation, and I worked
very, very closely with the patients.
That’s the piece that is dramatically
different.
We were launching at that time
six drugs in 18 months, and we
needed to make sure that we could
speak about solutions with the
patient. I needed to understand the
drugs that were given to the patients.
I studied the scientific side of how
they operate. So it was very “core” to
what the company is doing.
My job now has a different “core.”
When first I took this job, I wasn’t
expecting these kinds of responsibilities. I had to work on making the
connection between the patient and
this job, I had to feel it in my heart,
in my belly.
I understand now: we’re protecting the IP so that we can manufacture,
we’re protecting the manufacturing
operations, we’re protecting commercial pricing, so that we really can
serve the patients.
And of course there is the nature
of information security: you’re not
controlling anything in your environment. The risks come from the
outside. Again that’s ground shifting under your feet. I never had that,
and I certainly did not have it in the
information officer role.
Do you think that the CISO in general should report to the CIO or not?
This is a big debate.

I think it can work either way. I do
not report to the CIO today, but
regardless of the reporting line,
the biggest thing is partnership—
and that was one of the first things
I worked on when I took my job.
You have to have a very strong, tight
partnership with the IT organization, and we built that up.
Also crucial is the relationship
with the CIO and the information
officers, all of them, to make sure
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that you can have tough conversations and healthy debates. But the
other side of my job as CISO, of any
CISO, should be about an honest
way of looking at risk management
and elevating the risks as needed.
If there is trust between the CIO
and the CISO, and the company has
the right governance, when you have
an IT issue, you’re going to use your
governance to make sure that the
company knows about it. Let’s say
you’re having an IT cyber-hygiene
discipline issue. You need to be able
to tell the company, “Hey we’re having this issue and we’re working
on it.” You can’t not say it because
you’re working in IT.
It’s not a question of reporting,
it’s a question of trust, governance,
and capabilities of the two leaders.
The main philosophical conversation about this is whether you can
audit the thing that you’re in sufficiently, and your answer addressed
that by saying, well it really depends
on the politics and the governance.

Exactly. You have to be an honest
and responsible leader. If you have
an issue, you have to have the capabilities and the openness in your
organization to say, “I’m here. My
job is risk management. And yes, we
have this risk, and we’re struggling
with patching.”
In my CISO project work, we ran
around the country interviewing 25
CISOs, (including you; thanks for
being part of that). One thing that
came up over and over was what I
call the “missing middle management problem in security.” Very
briefly, we have some great executives and we have great worker bees,
but a very thin rank of management
in the middle. Have you noted this
problem in the field?

Absolutely yes. I think it’s historical. It’s because security people
grew through the technology ranks
by way of infrastructure, not the
business-facing side of technology

in organizations. As a community,
I don’t think we have done a good
job in people development, understanding that leadership is expected
as well. It’s not just about delivering the technology, it’s about leadership, influence, communication,
presentations, storytelling.
At Lilly, I’m taking my full
middle management team or leadership team through education sessions and trainings on storytelling,
presentations. We’re also pulling
people from other organizations so
that we mix the diversity of ties and
experiences. For example, bringing
in a marketer to my team had an
excellent impact in how we think
about workforce customer experience. That’s what marketers do—
we need to bring that thinking to
InfoSec as well.
A little slight change of gears.
Women make up about 11 percent
of the workforce in information security. What are you doing inside
and outside of Lilly to develop and
retain more women in the workforce
in information security?

Excellent question. Well, first I do
my duty by going and talking at high
schools, colleges. I’m on the board
of the Indiana University Cyber
Security Program. We engage with
the Purdue Series Program as well,
helping them to bring diversity to
the front.
I’m a member on the board
of the Executive Women Forum
[EWF], which does mentoring.
I brought women from my organization there, and they are very
engaged. I personally reviewed each
of their development and career
plans to make sure that we’re having
the right conversations.
To get more women in the field,
we’re going to have to market information security in a different way
than when I was offered the job. I
did not know then that information security was business risk management. We have to talk about it
April 2018
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that way. We have to explain to
women and even girls early—I think
from middle school—that, there are
different opportunities. You don’t
have to have a hoodie. If you want
to have a hoodie, fine, but you don’t
need one to come and work.
I was at a high school talking to
a girl who was proficient in technology, and she was kind of studying the computer science class and
said, “Well, I don’t want to do anything like this because I want to talk
to people.” Because she’s thinking
that’s all we’re doing in InfoSec is
looking at our computer and cables.
We also have to have more women
who are visible in the field, and that’s
what we’re trying to do with the
EWF. I can tell you I connected with
a lot of CISO women, and together
we go to events, we mentor.
So, a funny question: I’m not sure
how to put this properly, but
do women have an easier or a
harder time interfacing with senior
leadership?

Generally speaking, it’s stereotyping. It’s interesting, something happens in the life of women—they
tend to be better at communication
and socializing when they’re girls
and teenagers. And something happens to them when we bring them
to work where we make them more
shy, less confident.
I think it’s more of a question of
confidence and opportunity, and we
have to show women that, “Yeah,
you can do a good job of integrating your personal life and professional life and have the career you
are dreaming about.”
Right. Well I think you’re setting
quite a great example so well done
on that.

life. What do you miss more: French
cooking from Paris or North African
food from Morocco?

You know, it’s very, very simple, but
I really miss the French baguette you
can get from anywhere. And by the
way, you eat half of it before making it home because you’re going
to be walking. Then from Morocco,
it’s the freshness of tagine. It’s fine
and fresh and all those carrots and
tomatoes, and now I’m hungry and
I’m very far from Morocco and from
France.
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Thank you.
The last question has nothing to do
with information security or business really. You’ve lived in some
places with amazing cuisine in your
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Freedom of Encryption
Aisling Connolly | École Normale Supérieure

T

he year is 1943. You need a key.
Deciding to keep it simple, you
press A, a rotor turns, you take some
paper and write K. Press B, write Q.
Press C, write G. Again, press A, then
B, then C. Write R, N, J. Next, you
can begin communication, press W,
write D and continue; press E, T, T, E,
R, B, E, R, I, C, H, T, write OAJKXTQHETTI. You have your message.
Move to your radio and transmit
KQGRNJDOAJKXTQHETTI …
and you’ve sent your first encrypted
weather report. Does the thought
ever arise in your mind as to whether
or not it is dishonest to scramble your
message? You do this for the sake of
national security, for strategy in time
of war, for your nation. You need ask
no questions; this is your duty.
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We jump to 1970. The height of
the post-war, Golden Age of Capitalism. Electronic fund transfers
(EFTs) are rampant, and the number of issued credit cards surpasses
1 million in the United States. The
world’s economy is booming. Life
is sweet.
It’s 1977. Recovering from the
1973–75 recession, you are more
skeptical about EFTs. Data protection laws surrounding the collection
of payment information are passed.
You need more secure systems and
welcome the development of DES.
But to use it is no mean feat. What
was once an instrument solely used
for military advantage, encryption is now commercially required
due to post-recession insecurities
and the growth of electronic and
Published by the IEEE Computer Society 
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computing industries, and is allowed
only through the granting of special
licenses.
Let’s move to 1991. You possess your own Personal Computer.
Imagine that! For the first time, you
see the ability to encrypt moving
into the hands of the citizen. This
yields excitement, but also, it is
immediately obvious that this will
cause some consternation. On the
one hand, the First Amendment
of the US Constitution strongly
protects freedom of speech and
expression, which—in a roundabout way—means that cryptography within the US cannot be
controlled. On the other hand,
cryptography remains on the US
Munitions List, meaning that its
export is still heavily regulated.
The next decade sees some of
the bloodiest years of the Crypto
Wars. With global connection to
the Internet, pressure mounts on
the US government to loosen the
laws surrounding the export of software. The battles are fought in court,
and in 1996, encryption software is
removed from the Munitions List.
By the turn of the century, rules surrounding the export of commercial
and open source software containing cryptography are greatly simplified, restrictions on keys are lifted,
backdoors are prohibited, and you,
the citizen, feel that progress is
underway.
Fast-forward to June 2013. You
sit happily tip-tapping on your
smartphone, sharing Doge memes
and giggling over screaming goats,
2469-7087/18/$33.00 © 2018 IEEE
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before moving on to check the
news. You learn that the US government has forced Verizon to hand
over the phone records of millions of
Americans. It’s not such a nice story.
Over the coming days you see more
articles of a similar vein. You discover
the NSA’s direct access to data held
by all your beloved Internet giants.
You learn of secret programs and
backdoors, and within months, you
come to terms with the fact that you
live in a quasi-surveillance state. This
is a grave situation, and once again,
as you did two decades ago, you find
yourself debating the same disparity
between individual privacy and state
security.
Between then and now. The debate
raged on and the disparity still exists.
Several nations have the desire to
forbid encryption, to keep it as a
military tool, to stifle progression,
to retain control, and to undermine
democracy. But there has also been
much progress. Within the coming
year, the EU will put two new directives into place: the GDPR (General
Data Protection Regulation) and
the ePrivacy directive. They expand
and solidify the points set out in the
Charter of Fundamental Rights of
the European Union and the Treaty
on the Functioning of the European
Union, which state that EU citizens
have the right to privacy both online
and offline. They insist that in order
to maintain security of the individual while ensuring compliance with
the regulation, appropriate measures
(such as encryption) must be used.
The regulations cover the collection,
storage, processing, and deletion of
personally identifiable information
(PII) and personal communications. The regulation applies to the
handling of EU citizens’ PII irrespective of the location of the organization handling the data.
The United Nations Human
Rights Council and the General
Assembly have also specified the
necessity for encryption to ensure
the right to privacy in the digital age,
www.computer.org/computingedge
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building their argument by paying
particular focus to the dangers faced
by journalists. The UN1
[e]mphasizes that, in the digital age, encryption and anonymity tools have become vital for
many journalists to exercise freely
their work and their enjoyment of
human rights, in particular their
rights to freedom of expression and
to privacy, including to secure their
communications and to protect the
confidentiality of their sources, and
calls upon States not to interfere
with the use of such technologies,
with any restrictions thereon complying with States’ obligations under
international human rights law.

These are simply two examples
of many that build upon the arguments of yore. However strong were
the efforts made by the privacy
advocates in the 90s, they were very
few voices. Now, with technology
in every inch of our lives, with the
increased media attention due to the
Snowden revelations, high-profile
court cases, and freer flowing information, citizens are much more
aware of the consequences of not
using encryption. This time around,
there are many voices.
And so here we are. You have
come a long way since your buttonpressing days on the Enigma. You’ve
seen four world recessions, men
walking on the moon, the fall of
the Berlin Wall, and some moves
toward equality. You’ve danced to
records, to cassette tapes, to mp3s,
and now to Spotify. You must be
tired. But you cannot sit yet! If I ask
you to send me an encrypted email,
right here and now, can you do it? If
I ask you to remove any records of
me, to grant my request to be forgotten, is it easy? If I want to travel, to
meet people in the world, will you
stop me at the border? Will you
question me and demand my passwords? If I want to talk, to exercise
a curiosity, to learn and teach and

spread information, but without
prying eyes, will you let me? Ultimately, all I’m asking is to exercise a
right. Is it possible?

U

ntil the answer to all of these
questions is a definitive Yes,
then I’m afraid we still have some
work to do.
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